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Tucker: This is a matter of national survival
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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

If the price of eggs has you seriously considering starting your own backyard 7ock, you're not

alone. Egg prices have more than doubled compared to what they were a year ago, with a median

cost of $4.25 for a dozen.

Many assume rising in7ation is to blame, but the oDcial narrative states avian 7u, affecting up to

58 million birds, is the more likely cause.  Another theory has surfaced from chicken farmers who

have linked problems with egg laying to a certain brand of chicken feed.  It's also curious timing,

as the egg shortage began amidst a series of mysterious Gres and other disasters at U.S. food

processors.

US Pledged to 'Increase and Disseminate Food Shortages'

It's relevant to note that in March 2022, President Biden openly stated food shortages are "going

to be real."  He also said he spoke with European allies about "how we could increase, and

disseminate more rapidly, food shortages."  Although it's now been largely scrubbed from the

internet, the statement wasn't corrected by the White House. It circulated on social media,

prompting Facebook to immediately 7ag it as fake news.

Whether the statement was the result of jumbling words or the revelation of something much

more sinister is up for debate — as is the series of strange accidents at U.S. food processors that

occurred in its wake. Here's just a sampling:

March 13, 2022 — A Hot Pockets plant in Jonesboro, Arkansas, was shut down after a Gre

started inside a production line cooler.

March 16, 2022 — A massive Gre at a Walmart fulGllment center in PlainGeld, Indiana, caused

the closure of the facility. In April, the company announced it would not be reopening the

facility, affecting the jobs of 1,132 employees.

March 28, 2022 — A Gre at Maricopa Food Pantry in Maricopa, Arizona, led to the destruction

of more than 50,000 pounds of food.

March 31, 2022 — Rio Fresh, an onion warehouse facility in south Texas, was damaged by a

structure Gre.

April 11, 2022 — A Gre broke out at East Conway Beef & Pork in Conway, New Hampshire,

destroying the building and killing two cows.

April 13, 2022 — A plane crashed into the Gem State processing facility in Heyburn, Idaho.

April 13, 2022 — A four-alarm Gre occurred at Taylor Farms in Salinas, California, drawing

nearly 100 GreGghters from 22 Gre units. The facility was in the process of restarting

operations after being closed for the winter.

April 18, 2022 — The headquarters of Azure Standard in Dufur, Oregon, was destroyed in a Gre.

Azure Standard the largest independent distributor of organic and health foods in the U.S.

February 4, 2023 — A Gre at Hillandale Farms in Connecticut, which is owned by one of the

largest egg producers in the U.S., killed an estimated 100,000 hens.

OBcial Narrative Blames 'Record' Levels of Avian Flu

If you're curious about why egg prices are rising — and egg shortages are occurring in some areas

— you need look no further than the record number of chickens killed due to avian 7u, according to

the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.

Previously, the largest avian 7u outbreak recorded occurred in 2015, when 50.5 million birds in 21

states were affected. However, 2022 marked a new record for dead birds in one year, when the

number hit 52.7 million.  By January 2023, more than 58 million birds in 47 states had been

impacted in this outbreak.

"I'm hopeful that this is not the new normal for us," Richard Webby, director of the World Health

Organization's Collaborating Center for Studies on the Ecology of In7uenza in Animals, told NPR.

While some of the chickens died from the disease, most were culled to prevent further spread of

the virus. Webby blamed the outbreak on wild birds, not those raised on concentrated animal

feeding operations (CAFOs):

"We don't know exactly what it is about it, but it does seem just to be able to grow and

transmit better in wild birds. Wild birds are the perfect mechanism to spread a virus

because they, of course, ?y everywhere."

It does seem strange to describe wild birds as the "perfect mechanism to spread a virus," without

also pointing out that quick viral spread is virtually guaranteed on every CAFO, where birds are

literally on top of each other. Still, it's plausible that widespread avian 7u could have led to chicken

shortages and, therefore, egg shortages, which led to increased prices.

Anecdotal reports vary, however, about how severe egg shortages are in different areas. While

some have experienced eggs disappearing from grocery store shelves, others haven't noticed a

decrease in supply at their local stores. The U.S. Department of Agriculture states that culling of

chickens due to avian 7u has led to a 7.5% drop in domestic egg supply each month since the

outbreak began in 2022.
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Is Altered Chicken Feed to Blame?

Another theory is also circulating online — and it's quickly been "fact-checked" and dubbed a

conspiracy by the powers that be.  It comes straight from the farmers' mouths, however, with

many noticing their hens producing signiGcantly fewer eggs than normal.

It was suggested that chicken feed made by Purina may have been altered to contain lower

amounts of protein and minerals, leaving chickens unable to lay eggs. Some farmers even stated

that their hens began laying again after they switched from commercial feed to locally produced

feed.

A spokesperson for Land O'Lakes, parent company of Purina Animal Nutrition, stated there have

been no formulation changes to Purina chicken feed products,  while others have called for an

investigation into what could represent a potential public health and national security crisis.

Rockefeller Foundation Predicted Food Crisis

If you gain control of the food supply, you gain control of the people. This is why any threat to food

freedom and security should prompt immediate alarm and calls for the protection of localized,

regenerative agriculture.

It's curious that a report from the Rockefeller Foundation, released in July 2020 and predicting a

coming food crisis, hasn't received more attention, however — especially since its solution

centered on the creation of a centralized "nutrition security system."

A centralized food system beneGts no one but those who control it, and puts consumers at risk.

Will Harris, a regenerative farming pioneer who runs White Oak Pastures in Bluffton, Georgia,

explained:

"The centralization of food production impoverishes our rural communities as it creates

an oligopoly. This centralization of food production is also bad for consumers. This

system lacks resilience.

When mega-production facilities that are focused on eCciency break down, consumers'

access to food can become limited, which causes panic. This state of panic allows

multinational companies to increase their proDts exponentially. When the driving goal of

our food production system is eCciency, as opposed to resiliency, consumers suffer."

Their report, "Reset the Table,"  was published just one month after the World Economic Forum

(WEF) oDcially announced its plans for a "Great Reset," and many of the contributors to the

Foundation's paper are WEF members.  They intend for the current food system to fall apart, so

they can then "solve" the problem by introducing a new system based on patented lab-grown

synthetic and genetically engineered foods, along with massive insect farms.

'Resetting the Table' Puts Food Security at Risk

The Rockefeller Foundation states, "America faces a hunger and nutrition crisis unlike any this

country has seen in generations."  The Foundation's "Reset the Table" report calls for "meeting the

moment to transform the U.S. food system"  in order to solve the food crisis. But as The Corbett

Report put it:

"And their proposed solution to this crisis? Subsidies for small farmers? Development of

community gardens? A new food sovereignty campaign encouraging people to get their

hands dirty and start growing more food themselves?

Of course not. On the contrary, the Rockefeller Foundation wants a further centralization

of control over the food supply, including 'a new, integrated nutrition security system.' Yes,

you read that right, folks: feeding the hungry is now a 'nutrition security' problem that can

only be solved by massive federal intervention in the food sector."

If the Rockefeller Foundation having its hands in your ability to purchase the food you need to feed

your family doesn't sit well with you, you're in good company. A look back at the Rockefeller

Foundation's forays into agriculture reveal why we don't want history to repeat itself. As Corbett

reported:

"They created the Mexican Agricultural Program, which was criticized from its very

inception for trying to standardize and commercialize traditional Mexican farming

practices in order to beneDt of the Rockefellers and their corporate cronies.

They created the International Basic Economy Corporation in Brazil to industrialize that

nation's agricultural sector, with the explicit aim of hooking its farmers on expensive

machinery and Rockefeller petroleum products and Dnding a sustainable business model

in the process.

It was John D. Rockefeller III who, when sitting on the Board of Trustees of the Ford

Foundation, convinced his fellow oligarchs to join the 'Green Revolution' by founding the

Intensive Agriculture District Programme in India, which exacerbated the disparity

between rich feudal landowners and poor farming peasants.

And then of course there's the Rockefeller's work in Africa, which today takes the form of

the Alliance for a Green Revolution in Africa. AGRA's stated goal is to "elevate the single

African voice" on the world stage.

It all sounds nice and fuzzy until you learn that 200 organizations have come together to

denounce the alliance and its activities. They claim that the group has not only

'unequivocally failed in its mission' but has actually 'harmed broader efforts to support

African farmers.'"

Who and What Else Are Angling to Control Food?

Egg prices reaching unprecedented highs presents a hardship for many working households — but

is irrelevant to the likes of Bill Gates — another major player in the quest to control the food

supply.

Gates owns more farmland than anyone else in the U.S.  and was an early backer of fake foods

like the Impossible Burger and Beyond Meat.  The acreage seems earmarked for GE corn and soy

crops — the base foods for what will become an increasingly synthetic, ultraprocessed food

supply make up of imitation meat and dairy.

The strong recommendation to replace beef with fake meat is also made in Gates' book,  a

recommendation that stems from an overreaching theme of arrogance and the desire for

recolonization and a global empire.

The EAT Forum, co-founded by the Wellcome Trust, also developed a Planetary Health Diet that's

designed to be applied to the global population and entails cutting meat and dairy intake by up to

90%, replacing it largely with foods made in laboratories, along with cereals and plant oils.

In the U.S., the Board for International Food and Agricultural Development (BIFAD), an advisory

board to USAID, is also on board, calling for a global transformation of agriculture and the food

supply to include, among other things, "the promotion of insects as sustainable sources of

proteins." Referring to a BIFAD working paper, Corbett explains:

"USAID's 'leverage' over developing countries — speciDcally referenced no less than 125

times — gives an insight into the Kissingerian food-as-a-weapon mentality that is the very

basis of USAID and its mission. The entire enterprise reeks of a neocolonial landgrab

masquerading as 'philanthropy' — the kind of territorial taking that people in Africa and

elsewhere have been warning about for decades."

Get Prepared for Survival

At some point in time, the globalist cabal will start using food to control people's behavior. So, it's

always best to have the resources on hand to survive, including becoming more self-suDcient in

the short-term. By creating alternative parallel food systems locally, outside of the globalists'

control, it builds long-term independence. Basic suggestions to build your own food security

safety net include:

Secure a potable water source and the means to purify less-than-ideal water sources

Buy shelf-stable and nonperishable foods in bulk

Buy energy backups, such as gas-powered generators and/or solar generator kits like Jackery

or Inergy

Get cooking backups such as solar cookers, small rocket stoves, propane-powered camping

stoves and 12-volt pots and pans that you can plug into a backup battery

Start a garden and learn some basic food production skills; in terms of Gghting back against

high egg prices and egg shortages, raising your own 7ock is by far your best option

Even better, consider joining a community of like-minded individuals who share your concerns

about food security and have already developed the skills of growing food. You can contribute

your skills to make the community even stronger
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The evidence is telling us that the food crisis is an opportunity for globalists to introduce artiGcial food and actually act on the entire 2030
agenda, including the energy crisis and preparing for upcoming plandemics, including bird 7u. As event 201 announced the Covid-19
pandemic, the video also shows a premonition of the current reality. Globalists have been planning a global famine that would collapse
American society as early as 2015. www.brighteon.com/78d98305-d869-4f12-bb51-82feb0b865ed  .-- A 2015 food shortage simulation
predicted that food prices could rise by as much as 400 percent between 2020 and 2030. The simulation, titled "Food Chain Reaction," took
place at the World Wide Fund for Nature headquarters in Washington, DC.

The simulation took place over two days and involved 65 international politicians, academics and business leaders. Simulation participants
were divided into teams from Africa, Brazil, China, India, the European Union, the United States and various other groups representing
international companies and investors and other multilateral institutions.
www.shtfplan.com/headline-news/a-food-shortage-simulation-predicted-a-..  (2022). Bird 7u, or bird 7u, is ravaging chicken and turkey
farms, meaning oDcials must cull these birds to prevent people from eating their meat and eggs, according to the government.

Using the same fraudulent PCR tests that were used to "diagnose" Americans with the Wuhan coronavirus, government oDcials euthanize
them every time the results come back "positive." The latest poultry genocide has occurred in Iowa, where 5.3 million chickens and 88,000
turkeys were killed for suspected bird 7u infection. The USDA says 23 states now have conGrmed cases of bird 7u, whose policy is to
destroy all the birds in the surroundings and use their remains as agricultural fertilizer.
newstarget.com/2022-04-07-government-diagnosing-chickens-bird-7u-pcr-..
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Hi Gui, which came Grst the chicken or the egg? The organic farm where we used to buy raw milk went out of business last
November, 60 head organic rare breed Normandy cows went to the slaughter house, it makes me sick to even write this. Hunting
about for a new source, I was told by other local organic farmers that they were not surprised as the move here is towards more
subsidies for intensive farming. My guess has always been that whatever any government says the reverse is true - and it's showing
already on the supermarket shelves, so much fake organic now, similar labelling, marketing terms like 'free-range' and 'natural'
'antibiotic free' that mean nothing to either the bird/animal nor the end product.

It seems that in the world of 'green wash' and fake concern for the environment, everything is being done to avoid encouraging
organic farming or organic consumers and just like the relentless push to get people back into cities, so the same to get birds and
animals back into the CAFOs and Batteries, here subject to stress and terrible food they will die of deGciency and toxins and the
same pcr test will conGrm they died of 'bird 7u'. If anyone falls for this again then shame on them. The only reason 'they' use the
same game plan is because they believe we are so stupid there is no need to change it - let's not prove them right. Autonomy in food
is the only way to go, linked to buy organic, direct and local.
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Hey all, perhaps the biggest Tell exposing the WEF/Gates & others are using Green Washing as a front for their dirty deeds is the
complete lack, or worse, outright suppression of Biodynamic Agriculture. (Meaning true Regenerative, Sustainable, Organic
Agriculture.) The decades undermining efforts for Sustainable Agriculture has undermined the ability for Sustainable Societies, yet
the whole Predator Machine throughout it all has moved massive amounts of material & treasure to sustain the unsustainable to
move as many as possible to herd up in cities & hold us there. Once a critical mass has been reached in the demented designs of the
Predator$ how long before those trapped inside the moated city walls are culled like the Chickens, no doubt to keep dis-ease under
check for "our" protection?

Then achieve the long-held dream of the perfect slave to produce all the whims desired without the touch of human hands. Anyone
holding on to the proven lies the 1% have humanity's best interest at heart? There is no hiding in the mountains, going away, no new
frontier, we have to hold a line & we have to make it here. We have to Gnd each other, & we have to do whatever it is we can do now, to
add on or in as we can. No time to chase notions of perfect, no time to cry over spilled milk or loss opportunities.

There are massive & multiple needs possibly leading to tremendous opportunities beyond a garden or homesteads. Urban &
Suburban efforts can support the rural much as it did in the past. Search out sources of old timey practices to generate the tools &
supplies needed by not only rural efforts but by all. Think all the basic goods once produced to last & passed down, sturdy, practical
& not the 7avor of the month throw away consumerism keeping one a slave to the credit cards, banks or lead into the Mother May I
Digital Slave Credit System where it becomes near impossible to achieve escape velocity. It once was the way it was always done, so
it can be done.
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I guess I am just an outlier. I always thought $4.25 for a dozen eggs was inexpensive and wondered how our local chicken farmers
could survive. We have lots of farmers in this area and eggs and grass fed beef are still relatively cheap. A job I had for about 5 years
in the 70s was establishing a cost accounting department for Gallo Salami in San Francisco. A lot of variables go into making a
product that the average consumer knows little about.
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SUE, a great re7ection for a lover of animals and knowledge. Scientists and philosophers are still struggling to Gnd an answer. The
question is something of a false dichotomy. Eggs certainly came before chickens, but no chicken eggs, you can't have one without
the other. However, according to evolutionary evidence, we would be on Team Egg. Amniotic eggs appearing roughly 340 million
years ago, and the Grst chickens evolving at least 58,000 years ago, it's a safe bet that the egg came Grst. The Grst chicken that
existed would have been the result of a genetic mutation that took place in a zygote produced by two quasi-chickens.

This means that two proto-chickens mated, combining their DNA to form the Grst cell of the Grst chicken. At some point, genetic
mutations occurred in that Grst cell that were copied into every other cell in the body as the chick embryo grew. The result? The Grst
real chicken. This link is interesting. www.science.org.au/curious/earth-environment/which-came-Grst-chicken-..  .---- Robert
Krulwich got to the bottom of the dilemma when, luckily, he stumbled across the video below. Basically, many, many moons ago
there was a chicken-like bird. It was genetically close to a chicken, but still not a full-7edged chicken. The video calls it a
proto-chicken.

So the proto-hen laid an egg and the proto-rooster fertilized it. But when the genes of ma and pa almost-chicken merged, they
combined in a new way, creating a mutation that accidentally made the baby different from her parents. Although it would take
millennia for the difference to be noticed, that egg was different enough to become the oDcial progenitor of a new species, now
known as... the chicken! So, in a nutshell (or an eggshell, if you will), two birds that weren't really chickens created a chicken egg, and
therefore we have an answer: the egg hatched Grst, and then a chicken was born. https://youtu.be/1a8pI65emDE  .----
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From other references in Spanish: One of the Grst references to the immortal dilemma of the chicken and the egg appears in the
work of the Greek philosopher Aristotle, who aDrmed that the actual is always prior to the potential, and therefore, the chicken
precedes the egg. . Apparently Aristotle was a long way from the correct answer. In 2006, The Guardian brought together a panel
made up of a scientist, a philosopher and a poultry farmer to try to solve this enduring enigma. The philosopher, David Papineau: "I
would say that a chicken egg is a chicken if it contains a chicken," he explains.

“If a kangaroo laid an egg that hatched into an ostrich, it would be an ostrich egg, not a kangaroo egg. Following this reasoning, the
Grst chicken had to hatch from a chicken egg, even though that egg did not hatch from a chicken. Scientist, John BrookGeld: "The
Grst chicken probably did not hatch from another chicken, but rather evolved from other breeds with slightly different characteristics.

Therefore, the living organism inside the eggshell must have had the same DNA as the chicken." which it would eventually become,
and therefore would itself be a member of the chicken species. The third, Charles Bourns, a farmer, also wanted to contribute to the
debate: "Eggs existed before the Grst chick was born, although they did not look like they do today." That is, all three share that the
egg came before the chicken. Mary Stoddard, author of a study in the journal "Science," Grst came the egg.

A specialized, shelled egg evolved over time in some vertebrates as they adapted to life on land. Much later, these animals became
the Grst vertebrates on planet Earth, including birds. Therefore, taking Darwin's Theory of Evolution as a reference, the egg came
before the chicken. The chicken was formed inside an egg of another animal species, surprising as it may be. This explains how the
transition and evolution of species occurred. There will always be a new analysis for science
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Is the Egg Shortage Another Conspiracy?
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola  Fact Checked

Egg prices have more than doubled compared to what they were a year ago, with a median cost of $4.25 for a dozen

As of January 2023, more than 58 million birds in 47 states have been killed due to avian 7u outbreaks

The egg shortage began amidst a series of mysterious Gres and other disasters at U.S. food processors

Some farmers have stated chicken feed made by Purina may have been altered to contain lower amounts of protein and minerals, leaving

chickens unable to lay eggs



A report from the Rockefeller Foundation, released in July 2020 and predicting a coming food crisis, calls for the creation of a centralized

“nutrition security system”
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JUST and SUE:: All for power and money. Humanity is suffering from Food Corruption on the way to the Great Reset. WEF is
promoting another "bug chef". Joseph Yoon is the founder of the Brooklyn Bugs in New York. He travels the country, cooks bugs,
caterpillars, etc., and eats them in front of people. Yoon has been in business since 2017. But Klaus and company recently endorsed
it as part of The Great Reset's "you'll eat bugs and you'll love it" agenda. Christianne van der Wal is the "Dutch Nitrogen Minister". She
and WEF Prime Minister Mark Rutte conjured up a fake crisis calling for "reducing nitrogen emissions" by up to 70% by 2030.

Factor in all of this, Bill Gates. "Nitrogen minister" Christianne created a policy to destroy the agricultural sector in the Netherlands,
which exported more than 104 billion worth of goods last year. Once this sector disappears, millions of Europeans will be forced to
buy all their food at Picnic/Boni, which substantially beneGts the Van Der Wal family. And with Bill Gates in charge, that means plenty
of insect-based and lab-created foods on the menu. Gates claims that he intends to lease farmland to farmers. Gates may be
involved in the same type of wealth-switching scheme as BlackRock and other investment groups that are buying single-family
homes and converting them to rentals.

The ultimate goal is to remove all private property and turn the population into serfs.
www.globalresearch.ca/netherlands-now-ground-zero-global-famine-agenda..  (08/ 28/2022) Shiva told Robert F. Kennedy, Jr., on a
recent episode of “RFK Jr. The Defender Podcast”: “Asset management companies go to a company in debt and say, 'Give us your
forest and your mountains, and here is the money to pay your debt'. "Because we are in a debt crisis, this type of new slavery will
increase unless we stand up and say, 'Nature is not for sale.'"
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“Bill Gates launched Gates Ag One,” said Shiva, which promotes “one agriculture for the world” and serves as a platform to manifest
two of Gate's “pet dystopian visions” of “farmerless agriculture,” through the robotization of agriculture, and “food without farms”,
through the manufacture of “fake food”. 200 Organizations Ask Gates Foundation to Stop Funding Failed’ Green Revolution.
childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/vandana-shiva-agroecology-sustaina..  (08/23/2022) The "great reset" requires a population in
debt to the government and no one else. As the central planners pursue their agenda to get there, this is sure to be fraught with an
awakening and a lot of angst. And that's enough to provide both a pushback and an ever-increasing ability to wake up to the horrors
of what's coming for him if this communist agenda disguised as a plan to "save us from climate change" We come from destroying
nature and people's ethical principles.

Knowing where we are going is more diDcult, but of course the future of the world is headed towards self-destruction, if it is based
on the power of the oligarchic elites, who impose their fascist methods supported by technological processes and the methods of
the pharmaceutical maGa, based in medicines and vaccines that make people sick, and developed within a corrupt governance
market, with total disregard for Mother Nature and the people who govern
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As Dr. Vandana Shiva puts it: The health of the planet and our health are not separable. As Dr. King reminded us, “We are caught in
an inescapable web of mutuality, bound in a single garment of destiny. What affects one directly, affects all indirectly." As Vandana
says we destroy the planet with factory farming and agriculture, manipulating plants and animals for commercial gain and greed or
we can be connected through health and wellness for all through the protection of the diversity of ecosystems and the protection of
biodiversity, the integrity, the self-organization of all living beings, including humans Chronically ill patients are being created
because a globalized, industrialized and ineDcient model of agriculture and food is invading the ecological habitat of other species
and manipulating animals and plants without respecting their integrity and health.

The illusion of the Earth and its beings as raw material to be exploited for proGt is creating a world connected through disease. is
manipulating viruses in terrorist laboratories and creating a plandemic and genetic weapons to com beat them with terrible damage,
suffering and death. All of these emergencies are rooted in a mechanistic, militaristic, and anthropocentric worldview of humans as
separate from and superior to other beings we can possess, manipulate, and control. It is ultimately based on an economic model
based on the control of globalist elites on their way to the Great Reset.
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Hi Otis, the perfect storm that has brought the price of eggs closer to that of a luxury good. In7ation is being primed especially with
certain products. In recent weeks, this rise in prices has strongly affected eggs. We spoke to an organic egg producer who explained
the factors that have led to this rise in prices. The egg has become a luxury product for many families. On average a Spaniard
consumes 270 units of eggs per year. This is an inexpensive way to eat protein. In one year its price has increased by 27.1%. This
price is double the average of the shopping basket and multiplies the general CPI by four. Carlos Martn is the manager of one of
these organic egg farms, located in Anero (Cantabria).

He acknowledges that eggs are approaching the prices of a luxury good. He has formed the perfect storm: the rise in the price of
cereals, the rise in the cost of energy and cartons and the shortage of eggs .------------------ ---- A farm accused of raising the price of
eggs during the coronavirus pandemic has agreed to shell out 1.2 million eggs as part of a settlement agreement reached with the
New York Attorney General's ODce. AG Letitia James' oDce sued Hillandale Farms, the country's fourth-largest egg producer, in
August, accusing it of charging extreme egg prices that were up to four times higher than normal during March and April 2020.

As part of an agreement reached today, Hillandale, a wholesale egg distributor based in Ohio and Pennsylvania, promised to stop the
price gouging and donate 1.2 million, or 100,000 cartons of eggs to food banks across New York, the Bureau said. of the Attorney
General. . Food banks will distribute the eggs to food pantries, soup kitchens and homeless shelters to help those in need, according
to the AG. nypost.com/2021/04/01/farm-accused-of-price-gouging-donates-1-2m-eggs-..
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Gui, what is the luxury good you are talking about?  To me a luxury is something that is desirable but not essential, and often
expensive.
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Of course OTIS, but for many Spaniards who can't even pay for electricity, eating meat or eggs has become impossible. A luxury for
their economic income and the increase in the cost of life due to galloping in7ation where the management of the Covid-19 and the
war in Ukraine have been decisive.
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Otis here's a lil something for ya ..cheers.. twitter.com/.../1626409238724485120
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Thanks segstar. It's late, could you explain.
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If you haven't already then this is probably your last chance to get out from under the regime and regimen imposed upon the masses since
the Industrial Revolution. This took healthy, well-fed country people into the cities and towns to work in squalid, overcrowded conditions,
reliant on and captive to an adulterated and high carb diet. Think about quail as well as hens, I keep both. I started raising coturnix in 2000
because there were no organic quail available here in France and I needed therapeutic quality eggs to deal with my husband's hay fever and
eczema.

This was achieved in a very short time but I went onto keep them because they are such lovable birds and they are incredibly versatile -
eggs for food and medicine and they do amazing pest control in the greenhouses. I raised mine with a mother hen and then those quail
went on to raise their own. On the right diet they are calm, bonded and conGdent enough to free-range under supervision. Here's just a short
example of my set up for them now in the Winter: www.youtube.com/watch
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Hi Sue, very nice to see a video with your "Coturnix" from the quail family. For being so small, these eggs are surprisingly rich in
nutrients. A single quail egg provides a signiGcant portion of your daily needs for vitamin B12, selenium, ribo7avin, and choline.
along with some iron, all in a serving that contains only 14 calories. A 7-day study in 77 people with allergic rhinitis found symptoms
such as sneezing, congestion, and runny nose improved within 1 hour of taking a quail egg zinc and antioxidant supplement.
www.tandfonline.com/.../19390211.2019.1694121  (2021).--- These tables compare the amounts of select nutrients in 3.5 ounces
(100 grams) of quail and chicken eggs, respectively. Quail eggs contain more fat and protein by weight, twice as much iron and
ribo7avin, and about a third more vitamin B12 than chicken eggs.

On the other hand, chicken eggs contain more choline. https://fdc.nal.usda.gov/fdc-app.html#/food-details/171287/nutrients#/..
 .---- fdc.nal.usda.gov/fdc-app.html .--- A COMPARATIVE STUDY ON NUTRITIONAL VALUE OF QUAIL AND CHICKEN EGGS
jedu.journals.ekb.eg/article_73533_83d169768de3a836ec32eebbafb3cc44.pd..  .--- THE QUALITY PROPERTIES AND SATURATED
AND UNSATURATED FATTY ACID PROFILES OF QUAIL EGG: THE ALTERATIONS OF FATTY ACIDS WITH PROCESS EFFECTS
www.tandfonline.com/.../09637480601049725.---  In Japan, quail eggs are considered a delicacy and are used, often raw, in sushi.
Other Asian countries like South Korea and Indonesia regularly use quail eggs as a snack or a side to other dishes.
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Another Jew Flu epidemic? Rockefeller works Hand n’ glove with Black Rock or (Nera Lapides) in Latin. See Black Nobility of Venice),
I buy my eggs fresh from a trustworthy lad at my traditional Catholic Chapel. Charity starts at home. Jesus told to: (“Never Panic!”
Follow the King’s advice and ignore the Black Rock underling of Lucifer the “light bearer.” Charity starts at home. Love one another.
Pray unceasingly and follow Our Lord’s advice. “Don’t bunch up and avoid panic!”
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Thanks for the links Gui - much appreciated! I can add my own
holistic-hen.blogspot.com/2016/01/organically-raised-quail-therapeutic..  , which details both our own experience with treatment by
quail eggs and the historical and scientiGc references to their use. Back when we started with them, our quail were featured in a
Japanese alternative living magazine in an article written and researched by my journalist friend, she identiGed 37 medical
conditions successfully dealt with by quail eggs. The irony is coturnix have been so terribly treated by humans, with everything from
medical experiments to training gun dog by having sticks attached to their legs and being Gred out of clay pigeon machines or used
as laying machines in cages. Yet kept with empathy and fed a quail 'paleo' diet, they hold the key to the treatment of so many human
illnesses.
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Loved the video Sue. Here's my version of how to incorporate chickens into a regenerative backyard food production system.
secularheretic.substack.com/p/prepping-chickens-the-ultimate-regenerat..
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Thanks for the video Sue. In Ecuador quail eggs are available everywhere, but like chicken eggs they are produced in conGnement
with commercial GMO food. I have chickens, and bees, but have never had quail. You inspire me. Even eggs de campo are not
healthy. The hens are usually fed balanceado. which includes soy and corn meal. Because GMOs are by, constitution, prohibited in
Ecuador the soy is imported from Brazil and Argentina and is GMO. Growing our own is the best strategy to avoid the corporate
behemoths. Even then their poisons are everywhere.

Mine and all the wild bees and other insects disappeared over the last three years on the coast. Has to be neonicotinoid use.
Neonics and glyphosate are everywhere wreaking havoc. Neonics are "safe" for humans, but only if you ignore that acetylcholine is a
necessary neurotransmitter and nicotine is a poisonous substitute. Here it is still possible to get raw,grass fed dairy cheap. There are
plenty of small farmers, though the corporate and IMF controlled govt. has made it illegal to sell unpasteurized dairy, it is impossible
to enforce.

Used to be able to get goat's milk right from the goat in the city plaza. No more the farmer was harrassed and gave up. I get raw milk
delivered to my door. I immediately turn it into yoghurt. Delicious! The cows microbiome destroys glyphosate, so yoghurt from raw
milk is a majpr part of my diet. Building a new house outside the city. I intend to make or have made a pedal washer as shown in
another vidoe of yours. A useful way to get exercise. Thank you so much for sharing your experience. We are also going to have
ducks.
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The Industrial Revolution must have played a large part in the transfer of wealth from the many to the few then as now, Sue, but the
initial drivers of exploitation of the masses were the British Enclosure Acts of the 18th and early 19th century. I’ve often wondered
where the term “landed gentry” came from and how exactly the gentry acquired their land. It seems before these Acts became law,
there was common pasture on which rural folk had the right to grow food or rear poultry. Admittedly it was small scale strip farming
but it kept them alive and independent.

After the Acts were passed, they probably then had no choice but to work as agricultural labourers or domestic servants for the new
landowners or head for the towns to work in factories or heavy industry. Then as now, the rich capitalists became rich through the
hard toil of others, child labour and used their power and in7uence to concentrate wealth into the hands of the few.
www.fff.org/explore-freedom/article/enclosure-acts-industrial-revoluti..
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Great is the theif who steals the goose from the commons, greater is the theif who steals the commons from the goose.
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You know whats coming food shortages all over the world thats what they want if they cant vax you to death then they will starve you to
death, the answer grow your own go buy some seeds before its too late
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There are parts of the world where most of the food is grown by small farmers or in family gardens. In Russia 60% of the food is
grown on Dachas, personal small holdings. The inability of the international banksters to control the food of Russia, India, Cuba and
other countries is one of the reasons the banksters provoked Russia into the Ukraine war. If the food supply can not be reliably
controlled, sanctions which are enforced by the BIS, a bankster controlled central bank of central banks, have little effect. The
sanctions against Russia are not having the desired effect because Russia can feed and power itself without international banksters.
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youtube.com/.../qlMXJ-9iTyU
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All of this verbiage just, In my mind, confuses the issue. While many, perhaps most won't be what I'm about to say, perhaps you
PERSONALLY need to do your own research, I'll guarantee it's out their on the web you just have to get smarter and learn to recognize BS
when you see something like The Same Title talking points in all MSM headlines and news leads. We've been in a NEW Type of WAR since
Trump was elected, 2017.. The CCP has under it's control Most if not ALL the National Politicians and well, Many of the States will speak to
their Actions,. BIden and his Agencies are a captured group and so is a portion of the Military. Too long and deep of a subject but look up
the following...

what is COG, Peid, WHO can authorize activation of ALL National Guard, all 50 States, into Federal Service all at once? What are European &
UK now reporting on Fake COVID , The NY times reported a few months ago NUREMBERG TRIALS STARTING THIS SUMMER; WHY WOULD
THEY START? USE freespoke.com as your search engine and TOR as your Web browser. Google & apple safari for sure and a few others are
compromised This is WW3 already in the US, you just don't realize it.. Look who owns & controls ALL MSM & Newspapers; it slowly
changing like twitter & CNN (they are still not full truth). Enough, decide to change and you'll start to wake up to the truth... Be Well & learn,
your life depends on it...
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Well of course we all feel the same about "PERSONALLY" doing our own research. However, that doesn't always lead us to the right
conclusions. For example, it's not really the CCP that has the politicians under control, it's the British Crown. The CCP is just an
unsuspecting Tool for TPTB. For example, our SES (Senior Executive Service) is controlled by the Crown. Our military is controlled
byt SERCO, a Crown operation. Mike Pompeo, Mike Pence, Justices Roberts, Gorsuch and most of the others are loyal to the Crown.
That's a VERY SHORT list of people in very high positions that are Crown loyalists. Learn for yourself about the demonic, perverted
British Crown: aim4truth.org/2020/02/14/america-has-been-boarded-by-british-crown-pir..  In fact, search that website for many
things you never knew about. Then, spread the word.
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Arrest the Rockefellers; outlaw all non-proGt foundations, funds, or trusts; outlaw the standing political parties.
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Yes, however the Rothchilds MaGa will immediately replace the Rockefellers with somebody else. The head of the snake is the
Rothchild Family Central Banking MaGa. They have to be removed Grst. Next in the USA would be their Federal Reserve Bank which is
not federal and has NO reserves. It is a private Rothchild owned paper money printing scam that corrupts EVERYONE AND
EVERTHING in the USA!!! www.youtube.com/watch  .
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Commercial feeds were found low in salt, maybe part of the problem...In a free range situation chicken's crops will hold about 40%
grass/40% bugs/20% scratch grains and some grit..It wouldn't hurt to collect roadkill for protein/fat-rich maggots, add kitchen wastes and
cheap Vit C for the 7ock...Commercial CAFOs lack natural sunshine, chickens are overcrowded/don't get enough exercise and eat the same
trucked-in crap laced with Roundup and drugs everyday. Ag-Tech shortcuts always come up low in quality, low in price and short on
sustainability.
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Yes, Randall, the mistreatment of animals is part of the disregard for the environment and nature. It is estimated that 99 percent of
the chickens currently raised in the United States are conGned to factory farms. This estimate becomes more approximate for
chickens raised worldwide, although an estimated 74 percent of farmed terrestrial animals are raised in factory farms. Factory farms
in the United States produced more than nine billion broiler chickens in 2020. In his 2014 book on the American poultry industry,
"The Meat Racket," Christopher Leonard describes modern chicken coops as "the length of several Gelds pitches and as wide as a
gymnasium," writing that "they are connected with automatic feeders, ventilation systems, water lines, and thermostats, all controlled
from a centralized computer system and control room on one side of the coop." Wild chickens, when left alone, lay about 10 eggs a
year.

But through genetic manipulation and selective breeding, laying hens used on factory farms can now produce more than 300 eggs
per year. This overproduction of eggs seriously affects the body of the hens. Many chickens develop osteoporosis, tumors, uterine
prolapse, and other painful and often fatal conditions.

Every stage of a farmed chicken's life is fraught with treatment that many people consider inhumane. Chicks start their lives in mass
hatcheries, where they come into the world along with thousands of other chicks who are never allowed to meet their parents. The
lamps provide artiGcial heat to replace the mother's body heat, where the chicks would normally spend the Grst few days of life
nestled under her wings. After being transported from hatcheries, both broiler chickens and laying hens spend the rest of their lives
in intensely crowded, often unsanitary conditions.
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In rearing barns and egg-laying facilities, they are prevented from getting adequate rest or participating in normal social activities.
Forced molting is a layer of particularly inhumane treatment that chickens endure. The process begins when the birds are about a
year old, before being sent to the slaughterhouse. Forced molting involves depriving the chickens of food and water, which can last
anywhere from seven to 28 days. The process is meant to force the hen's body to produce as many eggs as possible before killing
them. While still common in many regions, forced molting is considered so cruel that many countries and states have banned the
practice.

Chickens are also prevented from engaging in virtually all behaviors they would normally do, including scratching in the dirt for food,
dust bathing, perching and nesting, resulting in psychological damage. A common method of slaughtering factory-raised chickens is
known as live shackle slaughter. Chickens are hung upside down and their legs are forced into metal stirrups, often causing broken
bones. The chickens are then passed through an electriGed water bath intended to render them unconscious before their throats are
slit and their bodies thrown into a vat of boiling water intended to remove their feathers.

Antibiotic resistance is considered one of the biggest threats to human health worldwide. Factory farms are also an ideal breeding
ground for pandemics. The Humane League is working to end the most harmful aspects of industrial chicken farming, including live
shackles and genetic manipulation, through the Better Chicken Commitment. In the video cruel images of a poultry farm.
www.youtube.com/watch  ffacoalition.org/articles/what-is-chicken-factory-farming-and-how-bad-..  .---
thehumaneleague.org/take-action  .--- thehumaneleague.org/.../factory-farmed-chickens  .---
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"“The greatness of a nation and its moral progress can be judged by the way in which its animals are treated.” --Mahatma Gandhi
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On the coast of Ecuador where there is little unclouded sunshine, the hens who are outside all day rush to expose themselves to
cloudless sunshine. They lay in the sun and spread their wings. Among the beneGts they receive has got to be vitamin D which they
ingest through preening. The roosters don't do that but they do not make eggs. They just strut in their Gne feathers and give some
sperm. Using the same technique, I have doubled my vitamin D levels from 47 to 94ng/ml. Since my old viking skin is dry and vitamin
D is made from cholesterol, I put on a little lanolin which I get from nipple cream. I was unbelievably surprised when I got my results,
because I had been trying to increase my levels per Mercola and GrassRootsHealth for years.

The sun exposure I am getting is less than an hour per week. Granted the sun here at the equator is intense, especially since I live
part of the time at over 9,000 ft. The typical extra feed the small farmers provide their hens is corn. When there is plenty of insects
and fresh grass and weeds, the hens ignore the corn. Corn is not a good food for animals of any kind including humans. We had a
7ock of 20. They got chcikenpox, viruela. All but two died because my suegrita querida is pathologically frugal and fed them only
corn and they were in a coop. The two that survived were a smart hen and her chick that had escaped the coop and were able to
forage, while evading capture. Road kill is a wondrful idean. Thanks
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......."When mega-production facilities that are focused on eDciency break down, consumers' access to food can become limited, which
causes panic."............ This has been brewing for at least 20 years. J.I.T (Just-in-Time) inventory is an ideology that Toyota has been given
credit for creating, but it was actually the U.S. Air Force that helped Japan restructure after WW2 that is the brainchild of it. Japan, and
especially Toyota just perfected it. It works in places like Japan because everything you need is within a 50 mile radius.

Even the things you import are just a few hundred miles away. The egg-demic is just an example of the complete failure of
mass/industrialized production with JIT as the inventory control. Any hiccup in the supply chain and the entire system fails. It is a terrible
model that sets everyone up for failure. Even worse, it only works for the huge corporations. The bigger you are the more leverage you have
to make your suppliers deliver on time and provide good quality. This leaves smaller (non-fortune 500) companies hanging and scraping by.

A supplier losing money to Perdu or Tyson will raise their prices to all the mom-n-pop's to make up the difference. All of this is vulnerable to
environmental disruptions. If you have a lot of smaller farms, businesses, and industries dotted across the country you can broaden your
supply chain and be less vulnerable to natural disasters like tornadoes, earthquakes, hurricanes, and epidemics. The US Government used
to try and prevent monopolies. Now they promote them. It's a recipe for disaster. The bigger they are, the harder they fall.
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Yes what you say is very accurate..Toyota just perfected the J.I.T model..In a perfect world it will and has worked great for the likes
of the auto industry, as they were not tasked with "carrying inventory" and tying up their cash..But with the disruptions we're currently
seeing that model is totally disastrous as you won't have product to produce anything..You'll be dead in the water and those
disruptions ripple right on through all the way down to the "end user"..The likes of which we're seeing today, shortage of chips etc,
especially after the Brandon group of misGts hijacked the White House..Is it by coincidence or by design??
https://youtu.be/8L6KGuTr9TI   My brother Mar.. youtube.com/.../qlMXJ-9iTyU
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Indeed these decades-in-the-making-non-local-economy-overreliance-on-long-distance-supply-chain-chickens are coming home to
roost. Hunker down. Get out of town. Things keep accelerating. Think in terms of a 10-year rebuild. Here's a forecast by zeitgeist
language data set analyst Clif High: clifhigh.substack.com/.../your-future-5guw
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The supply chain narrative is another lie promoted by the bankster/corporate fascist govt. and media. An example of a purely
speculative market in7ation is explained by Frederick Kaufman in his article in Harpers and interview on Democracy Now in 2010..
www.democracynow.org/.../the_food_bubble_how_wall_street  Ironically that explained the in7ation of 2008 but is currently ignored
even by Democracy Now. They parrot the narrative that food in7ation is caused by the Ukraine war ignoring the fact that the grain
could have left Ukraine in the same way 8 million people left, by road or rail. Road and rail is the way the grain gets from the
hinterlands to Odessa or Chicago.

The supply chain and other so called constraints on necessities can be Gxed easily, but why should corporate capitalism Gx it when
the proGts can be even bigger through manufactured in7ation? I was in the restaurant business in 2008. In one week in March the
price of wheat and rice 7our almost doubled. I remember thinking the harvest is well past and demand cannot have increased that
much. There is no "Classic Economics" reason for the in7ation. I looked every where for an understandable explanation and could
not Gnd one until I came across the article in June 2010 Harpers.

The increase in oil prices to $140/bbl was also explain by Leah McGrath Goodman in her book "The Asylum"
www.amazon.com/Asylum-Renegades-Hijacked-Worlds-Market/dp/0061766275  Almost all in7ation is caused by Wall
Street/bankster speculation. Money created privately at interest will cause an unsustainable in7ation. A penny invested at 5%
compound interest and reinvested in the year 1 AD doubles every 14 years or less. It would now be so much copper that the mass
would be greater than 2 earths. That is what privately created money at intersts results in. The banksters will own the entire planet, if
we let them. Start by growing your own.
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Just saw the Canadian Turd was justiGed in invoking the Emergency Act against the Freedom Convoy..Anyone have any doubts about the
height of evil we're currently witnessing?? Now this.. twitter.com/.../1626434657951617025   Edit ' speaking of evil here is a small
comprehensive list of Epstein buddy's: twitter.com/.../1626612143599542272
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Trudeau's tyranny is omnipresent. Also Bill C-11, the Online Broadcasting Act, will allow the government to further control what
media Canadians watch on social media. Under the bill, search engines like Google will be required to boost news organizations that
promote "racial communities, cultural and linguistic minorities, LGBTQ2+ communities, and people with disabilities." Consequently,
news publishers that do not meet the requirements and do not focus on such forward-thinking topics will be punished with lower
search rankings. Trusted organizations like The Counter Signal, True North, Rebel News, and The Post Millennial will appear on the
last page of search results.

In addition to the C-11 bill, Trudeau has now issued a notice that he will also introduce a new law to regulate the online news industry
in the country. As law professor Michael Geist notes: “In my post today, I make the case that the government's defense of Bill C-11
has been 'cartoonishly misleading.' Assurances that only companies are regulated or that platforms will choose how to contribute
are misleading about the implications of the bill.” www.globalresearch.ca/bill-c-11-regulate-canada-internet/5777516?utm_c..
 (2022) Justin Trudeau Wants to “Disappear Unacceptable Views”: Free Speech Won’t Live Long After Bill C-11 Passes
www.globalresearch.ca/justin-trudeau-wants-to-disappear-unacceptable-v..  (2023)
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Gui yes he's much more worse than his bio dad, much worse..What he did to the truckers and those people who were supporting via
donations etc, would forever remain in the hearts of brave people who support FREEDOM..I would also like to know what was done
to prevent the truckers from celebrating their anniversary this year.. I smell crookedness everywhere.. youtube.com/.../TjMJqjzNgRY
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Just one persons take on things, Prepare your Pantry; www.youtube.com/watch
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Prepare your soul above all else!
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Just, a marvel of life and video. It reminds me of the description of the environment where you live THE APPALACHIAN
HOMESTEAD. De The Appalachian Homestead “My earliest memories involve gardening, canning, foraging, hunting, and Gshing. In
every season these mountains provide for the people living here. They provide medicine both for the soul and the body. The culture
is rich in tradition, steeped in faith, and tempered with a bit of mountaineer rowdiness and pride. Come on in and stay a while.
Experience the tradition and lifestyle of homesteading and the old fashioned way of life. For more than seven generations, The
Appalachian Homestead family have grown, foraged, hunted, and preserved their own food and a way of life long forgotten by many.”
anchor.fm/the-appalachian-homestead  .---- open.spotify.com/.../60TzVuxBqVRgq4ur09v1z8
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Yes, Gui the Appalachians are very much like the Adirondacks, similar traditions & lifestyles among the longtime native residents.
Fiercely independent strong family ties and a belief the Politicians are our employees they are Not our Leaders.  Tommy, though we
come from this world to get right we have to address the Internal World and when we realize what gets that straight the
manufactured fear has little hold in our decisions so we are not in the Predator$ world.
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So just another thing of concern about our food supply and supply chain. Some are already bringing up the toxic cancer chemical
cloud train derailment and are concerned as this is an area of dense Amish & Organic Farms populations. Just how big a hole is this
going to create in a source of true food?
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Yes, Just, a great threat to the population and in particular to the Amish community and Organic Farms. ARE MY KIDS SAFE?’:
NORFOLK SOUTHERN SKIPS TOWN HALL AS RESIDENTS DEMAND ANSWERS ON HEALTH IMPACTS OF TOXIC DISASTER Residents
of East Palestine, Ohio, gathered Wednesday demanding answers on the potential health impacts of a massive train derailment and
chemical spill that put their small village in the national spotlight. News that company oDcials would be a no-show infuriated East
Palestine residents who are worried about the health and safety of their families in the wake of the train crash — and the subsequent
release of hazardous chemicals such as the carcinogen vinyl chloride into the atmosphere and waterways.
childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/norfolk-southern-east-palestine-to..  (02/16/2023)
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The massive chemical plume of dioxin created by the “controlled explosion” at the site of the East Palestine, Ohio train derailment
will contaminate the food supply in ways most people could never imagine. DIOXINS released after an Ohio train derailment PERSIST
in the environment and accumulate in lipids, meaning they will contaminate farm-raised milk, cheese, eggs, and meat. Dioxins, a
chemical byproduct of burning vinyl chloride and other chemicals, are hormonally toxic and extremely persistent. They have a double
benzene ring structure that makes them extremely durable, while their planar or planar molecule shape is a key factor in their
toxicity.

We are already seeing a lot of dead Gsh and other animals in the path of the plume, but what about all the farms nearby and in
neighboring states? What will happen to animals and food crops after exposure to all those dioxins 7oating in the air? According to
Eric F. Coppolino of Planet Waves FM, dioxins are also bioactive. They stick to lipids and become embedded, passing through the
food chain and poisoning the bodies of people who consume the contamination.
planetwavesfm.substack.com/p/palestine-ohio-train-wreck-its-the  (02/14/2023)
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THEY always tell you what they are gonna do and then DO IT and even then no one is EVER held accountable. Rinse and repeat. The swamp
will surely investigate and we all know where those "taxpayer" funded probes and investigations will lead too. More stories telling us what
we already have known with no one held accountable. Rinse and repeat. Have a sister who lost a thriving chicken egg laying nurtured and
organic business to to implemented "avian 7u" a year ago so she was told. Remember agenda 21 where Gates and company perfectly
simulated the 2020 scamdemic. Now they are preparing the next. who doesn't believe we will be reading about that simulation in the future
hear and wondering again why all this is happening. Same people in all the same positions. What could possibly go wrong. ZERO
accountability ANYwhere to be seen. Just sayin
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Right and we are powerless to stop them because the countries want to kill their citizens.
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Regarding the chemical spill unnecessary, catastrophically and purposely set on Gre and making dioxins and spreading worse pollution, as
a machinist, I worked for a manufacturer and made parts for a 7eet of chemical spill vacuum trucks. I watched one being demonstrated. It
is amazing! For the test, a full size dump truck dumped a full load of bricks from a demolition. That's tons of whole bricks. The hundred foot
long huge diameter vacuum boom reached out to above the pile of bricks and vacuumed up the bricks off of the pavement in about one
minute without even a speck of dust remaining. It's powered by a three hundred horsepower diesel engine.

The cab is totally sealed from the outside air and has SCUBA tanks for breathing air. Its design purpose is to hurry to a chemical spill and
not only vacuum up the chemical spill, but vacuum up tons of contaminated soil that soaked up the chemicals. It can do this even if the
chemicals are ablaze, a toxic hazard and can't be otherwise approached. It can do this even inside of a hot Gre with toxic smoke. From a
hundred feet away, operators are protected from radiant heat with extreme cooling for the operators inside the cab. Chemicals of any
reactivity and toxicity, even ablaze, are vacuumed up Gre and all and contained in a tank with a 40,000 pound capacity.

Even the soil beneath the spill is vacuumed up to remove all contaminated soil leaving a huge pit in the ground. These specialized trucks
are standing ready for such events yet were not called to end this rail car toxic spill. This is the second time something I made wasn't used
to prevent environmental disaster magnitudes greater than the price of the equipment. I made a 16 ton blowout preventer that only cost a
half million dollars yet because it wasn't part of the drilling operation this wasn't prevented and cost billions directly and more indirectly:
www.epa.gov/enforcement/deepwater-horizon-bp-gulf-mexico-oil-spill
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I wasn't able to open the video. This sounds like a fascinating way of helping to contain some of the toxins in these tragic accidents.
I do have a question though: How are the "vaccumed up" toxic waste materials disposed of afterwards?
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charchance, I repaired the link. Once contained, that can be addressed having advantages of time to evaluate to plan based upon the
chemistry. The main thing is containment eliminates spreading into the environment by gassing, evaporation and rain washing it into
drainage and rivers and the groundwater. It remains most concentrated once contained and containing it early and fast stops its
spreading after which the window of opportunity for containment rapidly closes. I participated in manufacturing equipment for the
safe disposal of radioactive hospital waste. Almost all of it has a short half-life. The "hot" new waste is stored in sealed drums on
pallet rack in a warehouse for several years.

After that the radioactive decay means most have decayed into no longer the radioactive isotopes that it once was. It then gets
dumped onto a conveyor belt where any hot remaining radioactive components are again put in a sealed drum and stored while the
bulk of it is below background radiation and gets buried in a landGll. Dangerous chemicals can be decomposed by bringing them to
the plasma state with temperatures so high that molecules break apart into monatomic elements which is a conversion of "forever"
pollutants into no longer existing. The key to making this practical is to collect it quickly before it dilutes into ground and pavement
and water which quickly becomes much more material than can be processed.

That is why these trucks can be sent wherever needed fast and are designed to contain the spill even when it is too dangerous to
approach due to toxicity, radiation, smoke, fumes, 7ames and explosion risks. The hundred foot distance and sealed protective
environment for operators keeps them safe with no need to wait to address the spill. There is even an attachment that disintegrates
contaminated pavement with it pulverized and sucked into containment leaving behind a clean hole ready to be Glled and paved over
with zero residual chemicals to leach into ground.
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1. I think the White House is just too embarrassed to admit that the president doesn't know what "disseminate" means. 2. It should not be
hard to get samples of older Purina feed and newer and do an analysis for comparison.
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The Commandant in chief just got granted a very robust Bill O' Health.. The senility/Penility is just alarming ain't it..Any doubts of the
height of evil we're seeing..
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Since this cat group has been active, suddenlyFelix by Purina has been disappearing from the shelves and another food taking its
place.  As for the "President" he does not seem to know anything unless the teleprompter tells him what to say. Even then he makes
mistakes. Glad I did not vote for him.
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"While some of the chickens died from the disease, most were culled to prevent further spread of the virus..." This is one of the main things
that has irritated me about the whole avian 7u thing. How do we know the true death rate when every time they Gnd ONE chicken with
positive pcr (which we know are very sketchy at giving accurate results), they kill (they should write kill in articles not cull bc it would really
highlight was is going on, cull is a sanitized word in this context) all 50,000 birds in a barn. Why hasn't ANYONE in over a year said well, we
need to quarantine the barn, let avian 7u rage and the chickens that survive (which might be a lot more than they thought)....save those and
breed them as resistant to avian 7u for future 7ocks to be safe.

Problem solved. Or else there will always have a one hundred percent death rate from avian 7u from humans destroying a 7ock. Another
curious related thing is why have there been no wild bird "culling" programs ever? Oh because that would be too ecologically devastating!
Why is the only solution is killing vast numbers of poultry that humans rely on for food in meat and eggs that could trigger starvation?
Lastly, I wonder how much is this achieving widespread subliminal acceptance of language in terms of surveillance and lockdowns.

I saw a chart for the UK and the legend said something like "3k protection zone, 5 km surveillance zone, 15 km monitoring zone, and
mandatory housing for birds". How easily this language could shift out of the "for birds" context.... I'm sorry here is where you live on the
map so expect to be "protected, surveilled, monitored or locked in your house against your will". Another thing is what we know is dilution is
solution to pollution. And that respiratory bugs are less problematic when fresh air, open windows, good ventilation is present. So...
DeGnitely conGne all the chickens in barns with horriGc air quality.
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And very last question, why hasn't avian 7u which is started by wild birds killed every wild bird yet? Do you see drifts of birds under
underpasses and in ditches and scattered under bird feeders and 7oating on ponds and lakes bc bird 7u has killed them all nearly
100 percent as the death rate claims? Migration areas thick with dead and decaying birds? No, I don't think anyone is Gnding this at
all. I'm sure we would see pictures and ourselves and family and friend constantly complaining of trying to move the lawn and having
to pick up all these birds Grst etc. Their dogs keeps picking up dead birds etc. No one is protecting the wild birds at all. Could it be
that wild birds have a better resistance from......1) being out in fresh air. 2) not being conGned and stressed and immune system
destroying with low dose ABX 3) the ones who survive are resistant.
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I also don't know anything deGnitive about the potential for feed alteration but I do know a LOT of farmers and homesteaders
complaining about egg production dropping down when it shouldn't have back in summer 2022. Chickens naturally are affected by
daylight hours and circadian rhythms so I winter their egg production declines. Some add artiGcial lights in winter to extend daylight
perception. But people were at reduced eggs in July (which interestingly coincided anecdotally with multiple people complaining
their gardens stopped growing somewhere around same time period or was low production than expected). I don't know how what it
could have been, but was sunlight intensity altered where animals and plants noticed? Something is disrupt circadian rhythm?
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1974, excellent and obvious question. . Why not let the whatevers rage! through the 7ock/herds/gangs etcetera? This is the logical
answer and the answer our older population and deceased ancestors invariably used. We can historically recall past viral rages that
destroyed all kinds of animals, including people, that don't exist or marginally exist, because this was how it had to be. Nature's
culling. Only the strong survive. I had/witnessed rino eat its way through a herd of Arabians back in the 90s. Terrible scene. The
horror of it all was unavoidable, there were survivors. Their offspring were stronger, less susceptible to all airborne issues and we are
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horror of it all was unavoidable, there were survivors. Their offspring were stronger, less susceptible to all airborne issues and we are
in the second, third and fourth generations of healthier animals. Vaccines?, parvo etc, couldn't have missed the mark more. Pretty
much when I decided vaccines and vaccine bs hype is total bs and wishful thinking. Vaccines are like a gun that shoots backwards.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/17/2023 10:17:33 AM
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Or stop raising them in close conGnement, then they would not be prone to disease, need antibiotics or need culling. Cattle and hogs
need antibiotics for the same reason, conGned in close quarters so disease DOES SPREAD AMONG THEM!
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Farmers along with other business owners need to start saying NO. Then sue the government. Yes a lawsuit is expensive and time
consuming but it’s worth the expense and effort. Everytime we give in we’re losing ground. Time to stop the insanity. We need to
grow a backbone and use it.
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I was fortunate to adopt a small abandoned 7ock last December. I joined a bunch of online chicken groups to learn quickly. Regardless of
what Purina and Tractor Supply say about their feed there was a change in speciGc minerals which did effect egg laying. When these people
changed feed their hens began laying again. Fortunately my hens weren’t affected bc I didn’t purchase from either company and I heavily
supplement with dried fruit and blk sun7ower seed mix along with greens, minerals, yogurt etc. My 3 spoiled hens gift me with 2-3 eggs
daily. I sell what I don’t eat for $5 a dozen. I pet my hens, hold them and talk to them daily. Those brown and pink nuggets are full of love
and yummy goodness : ) ps: hens are extremely easy to care for, are quiet, don’t stink, productive and fun entertainment! The only negative
is the initial cost of setup, after that it’s minimal even free if they can free range. Get you some chickens!!
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When i was around 5, a storm popped up, I did not want grandma's chickens to get wet and cold so I carried them into the house,
tucked them into the hall closet. Grandma opened the closet door and got a face full of chickens. I never did that again! My neighbor
has a 7ock and they run free during the day, eating grass, bugs, whatever they want. The eggs are beautiful have hard shells and
taste sooo delicious.
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dordee, what a sweetheart looking after your 7ock. If not for my viscous dogs and the innumerable stray cats I would deGnitely allow
them to roam my large yard. For now they enjoy a cozy 10x 10 till I can add on. When spring arrives I’ll move their quarters into deep
shade and make their current area my new herb garden. I’ve got spent and fresh hay and wood chips that they scratch in daily. I Gnd
it so exciting how they create rich soil just by being themselves! Nothing fancy just life by design by a higher power. My mini
regenerative system.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Paranoia strikes deep. Into your life it will creep. It starts when you're always afraid. You step out of line, the man come and take you away"
~ BUFFALO SPRINGFIELD
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hey5988
Joined On 8/21/2021 2:41:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Funny story (or not) - I was listening to an Amazon Music playlist awhile back and singing along. "For What It's Worth" came on and I
was interrupted by Alexa when singing "there's a man with a gun over there, a-telling me I got to beware, I think it's time we stop
children, what's that sound, everybody look what's going down..." No other song did she interrupt but she sure is listening. I quit
Amazon when our subscription ended.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So this came to the attention of the inner worlds today. It is not new, but it is fresh! Just like those eggs those gorgeous chickens lay that
we fry, poach and scramble. The article is entitled: “Chicken Egg Yolk Antibodies (IgYs) block the binding of multiple SARS-CoV-2 spike
protein variants to human ACE2” and it was published by a Chinese group in January 2021.  "So THAT'S why eggs are so deviled these
days!"  jessicar.substack.com/.../so-thats-why-eggs-are-so-deviled
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midimaniac
Joined On 11/13/2022 2:19:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Did you know those innocent creatures have to spend their lives in 1 cubic foot of space. So very sad.
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Jeremiah.8
Joined On 5/31/2022 10:37:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The sadness I feel reading this is unbearable. They give their lives so we can live.
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Karolina99
Joined On 5/15/2021 8:43:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hello, everybody. Why does nobody mention algae such as Spirulina and Chlorella as the source of complete nutrition? Of course, there is
not tasty as steak or wild Gsh, but nobody would starve and could withstand all this craziness. Christopher Hills, The Father of Spirulina
(like a nickname), mentioned Japanese philosopher Toru Matsui in his books, who lived only on this alga for 15 years. Maybe we do not
need to wait for a long time until these criminals are punished. I have books by Christopher Hills and a picture of Toru Matsui sitting with
professor Hiroshi Nakamura. Another great book is Spirulina in Human Nutrition and Health, edited by M.E. Gershwin and Amha Belay.
There are studies of Spirulina made by scientists. Robert Henrikson is one of the pioneers who grow Spirulina. It is a great product, better
than gold, because what can you do if there is no food? Somehow as it happens with everything, this information is hidden.
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avk1974
Joined On 8/11/2014 1:57:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Karolina99, make sure the chlorella and spirulina you consume is tested free from BMAAs. This contaminant (from cyanobacteria) is
connected to Alzheimer's and ALS in areas that have this heavy bloom.
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DrKinnane
Joined On 6/2/2009 9:59:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The stresses in7icted on chickens by overcrowding at these factory farms is enormous! Stress is ALWAYS a factor in immune deGciency
and add in crowding and there you go! I noticed that organic free range eggs were still for sale!
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avk1974
Joined On 8/11/2014 1:57:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My cousins lived in the country growing up and they lived in an area that had commercial chicken barns. They always have tons of
huge fans. My cousins told me that these barns needed generators to be ready to kick in bc if the electric ventilation fans turned off
for more than something like 30 sec-1 min, the chickens would all die from ammonia poisoning. The conditions in these barns are
horrifying.
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sun^owerjanis
Joined On 5/17/2014 4:50:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

So, here in the Midwest and surrounding areas of PA, WV, KY, even NY have all been contaminated by all the toxic waste materials from that
train derailment . Toxins have been found in rivers as far as the Missouri River i read because the Ohio River is a direct tributary of the
Mississippi River where the Missouri River 7ows from. Areas that are within 200 miles of this disaster will be affected. Not one federal
government oDcial, NO joe biDIM has shown up over in East Palestine, OH to see what's going on.

Only J.D. Vance has gone over to check things out. Amish farms have all been targeted and contaminated; as is a sustainable farm that
goes by the name Copia Farms is now contaminated. Companies that are behind this train wreck are all related to the World Economic
Forum. My conclusion is that this is another INTENTIONAL attack on Americans as part of the WEF globalist cabal's DE-POPULATION plan
as outlined in Klau Schwab's book The Great Reset. Here's a copy and paste outline from the book: Euthanasia for the terminally ill and the
aged shall be com-pulsory.

No cities shall be larger than a predetermined number as described in the work of Kalgeri. Essential workers will be moved to other cities if
the one they are in becomes overpopu-lated. Other non-essential workers will be chosen at random and sent to underpopulated cities to Gll
"quotas" At least 4 billion "useless eaters" shall be eliminated by the year 2050 by means of limited wars, organized epidemics of fatal
rapid-acting diseases and starvation.

Energy, food and water shall be kept at subsistence levels for the non-elite, starting with the White populations of Western Europe and
North America and then spreading to other races. The population of Canada, Western Europe and the United States will be decimated more
rapidly than on other continents, until the world's population reaches a manageable level of 1 billion, of which 500 million will consist of
Chinese and Japanese races, selected because they
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sun^owerjanis
Joined On 5/17/2014 4:50:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

are people who have been regimented for centuries and who are accustomed to obeying authority without question. From time to
time there shall be artiGcially contrived food and water shortages and medical care to remind the masses that their very existence
depends on the goodwill of the Committee of 300.  YES, the food and egg supply shortage is real because it's being made so by the
WEF cabal of the committee of 300 who are playing Lord over us "useless eaters" as they call us.
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Janis yes I watched JD take a stick and disturb the water in the crik last night and you can see the chemicals and oil Glms on the
water..My son earlier today showed me a vid that showed a stream in Toronto was been polluted the same way the stream in
Ohio...As to why they decided to create a "control burn" of the toxic chemicals rather than to clean up the spill, "well" that's a deep
subject.. Seems like this was a mini nuke job.. twitter.com/.../1626405235173236739
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Then. we had best start gardens, Gnd wilderness areas to retreat to.
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dfarrich
Joined On 3/28/2016 1:46:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Every part of a pine tree is edible. I'll gladly feed some to Gates, one stake at a time - thru his evil heart.
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Don't forget the cones... you can simultaneously feed opposing oriGces to achieve maximum outcomes lol
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boxerdogofmine
Joined On 2/10/2023 8:37:47 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am so glad you are getting this information out! I help edit Pastor Billy Crones books and he is warning people of what is coming because
of Klaus Schwab and his “Great Reset” and what he calls The Fourth Industrial Revolution and the Fourth Reich. Anyone that is interested in
the truth, go to Getalifemedia.com, you will be glad you did.
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jennifery
Joined On 9/9/2010 8:15:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have chickens and only feed them organic feed from a small mill, as well as greens, scraps and meat. They are laying great this winter as
it is a mild winter. I have heard the feed concern from other farmers.
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Catplat
Joined On 3/8/2010 7:06:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They should feed chickens with insects for proteins, minerals and vitamins. That's what they would eat in nature. That would make more
sense than trying to make humans eat insects, which is being promoted as environmentally friendly food.
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gin9762
Joined On 7/19/2019 8:31:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

These evil ones need to be dealt with! Enough is enough!
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oreo952
Joined On 3/29/2020 10:56:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't believe for 1 second there's an egg shortage. Since last year all businesses have increased their prices blaming in7ation! That's a
bunch of BS and more BS and more BS. All businesses/industries have jumped on the proGt & greed train using in7ation or supply chain
disruptions or whatever to jack up the price. The egg industry is no different. I can't believe people are stupid enough to pay $3 and more
for a dozen of eggs!
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Malanka
Joined On 7/1/2012 1:28:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In Canada I pay $8.95 for a dozen of organic eggs (free run or so it indicates on the pkg.) Sometimes at the market I pay $7.00 per
dozen of organic eggs.
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don3724
Joined On 11/26/2020 7:10:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I see nothing on Florida Farmers are big dill Facebook page about anyone being effected by bird 7u nothing and no one
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TommyTwoGloves50
Joined On 12/16/2022 7:11:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I wondered why the US Customs agents were using weasels at the Mexican border. Fentany- laced eggs? Those egg-sniDng varmints will
do the trick! Seriously though. Purina is owned by none other than Black Rock (Nera Lapides) who are a subsidiary of N.M. Rothschild’s Ltd.
Larry Fink manages Black Rock, so we already know the Zionist depopulation crowd is working hand n’ glove with the Rockefellers to
reduce the white middle class ie; Christians in America. Several families at our Traditional Catholic Chapel that we attend raise hens and
distribute eggs after Mass on Sundays. Keep good company and help one another. This is faith with works. Charity starts at home. No, Sam
and Ella have not attended any of our non GMO egg barters either. God speed to you all!
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badboy2
Joined On 11/15/2010 5:08:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great, I'll avoid Purins products
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jsmccord7
Joined On 2/16/2010 1:16:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The powers that be want us all dead.....they need there 138 year reset that they have been doing for centuries.....they go underground then
reemerge with all of their technologies and start all over.The food shortage....same old formula.....like they did with the buffalo to starve out
the American Indians......welcome to the reservation...!
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njnelson828gmail.com
Joined On 9/4/2021 2:22:12 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Avian 7u from wild birds? Possibly, but that's only part of that. What doesn't get mentioned by the mainstream media is that 7ies are a
common vector of bird 7u, as are the parasites that are commonly found on mice and rats. Think about that. Don't act surprised when you
put 50,000 chickens in battery cages in a Glthy, inhumane, windowless facility and they get sick. I work in a store on a small farm that raises
its own beef, pork, turkey, chicken and eggs. We are not organic, but all the animals are pastured. While we have taken precautionary
measures (we now limit where our customers can wander in case they bring pathogens in on their shoes or something), bird 7u has not
been a problem.  And I found it curious that in the past month there have been several stories in the mainstream media about how raising
your own backyard chickens is a bad idea.
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Gwyncann
Joined On 7/20/2012 8:36:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Beware of the "babblesphere".   boriquagato.substack.com/p/train-crashes-and-base-rate-fallacies?utm_s..
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pwesley
Joined On 4/18/2015 11:48:22 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We had a local food distribution centers burn down last year, and also a major church food pantry burned down. Not a peep in the media.
Not even a mention in the local newspaper. Business Gres are nothing new, I cannot comment if they've been statistically higher. But I can
guarantee there have been more food-related Gres than are being reported. Also, they're culling the chickens who are not laying eggs...
without Gguring out WHY they're not laying eggs! Talk about mystery meat. I read about that woman's chickens dying a few miles away from
the chemical spill in Ohio.

What nobody is talking about - it took 10 days for the chickens to die. Nobody knows how the exposure happened, air, water, feed, or when
the exposure started. But was she eating the eggs on days 1-9? Was she feeding them to her children? If other farmers are culling chickens
who are not laying eggs due to chemical exposure, etc, who are they selling those chickens to? And, of course, what about the soil? There
are winter crops in the ground right now, and nobody is asking these farmers to toss anything or take any precautions. So... Toxic chloride,
coming soon to plate near you.
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Ronald_H
Joined On 7/10/2010 1:38:54 AM
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Tucker, in the video above at 5:13 "... chickens aren't laying eggs or as many eggs ..."    On
classiGeds.ksl.com/.../FREE-items-only-no-businesses  . there are chickens for FREE given away for meat due to no longer producing eggs.
This is a recent trend that I haven't noticed before.     Most where I work ridicule my healthy food choices and have health problems even
being much younger. I'm living healthily for multiple reasons and among them because I will start a large family for which I am very
prepared to provide and protect in the harsh times to come when the special one for me Gnds me, yet most of current society thinks all of
that is silliness.
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Joined On 6/16/2010 8:32:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

many laying hens are replaced every year or two years, especially if they are a high production breed that been through their Grst one
or two production cycles. The high production hens are often kept in high production using artiGcial lighting. They can get worn out
and the farmer does not or cant afford to give them several months off of laying to allow them to recharge. They are often sold for a
low price or even sometimes given away. Some people also believe that you must change out your laying hens every couple of years
as they believe they won't be laying as good. High production farms don't want to wait out the yearly molt either.

Hens usually stop laying when they molt their feathers each fall. Some farms force the hens through molt quickly which depletes the
hens reserves and they burn out. Some worn out high production hens can be rehabbed and will start laying again. Hens can be very
productive layers especially heritage breeds for years and years if you allow them to molt their feathers and don't force them to lay
using artiGcial light. I have had hens be very productive for Gve years and have hens that were still laying in the summer when they
were 8 and 10 years old.
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Tom144
Joined On 6/4/2009 4:34:51 PM
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Here's one for thought. A woman from very high up at Land O Lakes is currently sitting on the Board of Directors at a Vanguard Holding.
There you go. Co- incidence?
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wil4648
Joined On 3/12/2014 8:02:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Real Raw News ran a story about this subject. This is the opening paragraph: The illegitimate administration’s director of the National
Economic Council, Brian Deese, was hanged Wednesday afternoon after a military tribunal at Guantanamo Bay convicted him of treason for
sabotaging the nation’s food supply. The hanging took place on Jan 25th. He's the one who directed his agents to accuse chickens of
having the avian 7u and that they needed to be killed and the government will send the farmers a check. It was all a lie.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

RealRawNews is produced for amusement and entertainment purposes only. Bill Gates, etc are still, unfortunately, very much alive.
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IMHO: Considering that I bought about 3 dozen eggs about a month or so ago it seemed very odd that when I went to lift them out of the
carton I broke the shells of 3 eggs. Cracking them into a skillet was diDcult to do without having to pick shell pieces out of the skillet during
cooking. This appeared to be from having very thin shells compared to older eggs which led me to believe they were feeding the chickens
too little calcium. Be sure to check your egg cartons for cracked eggs when you buy them at the grocery store. I'm now looking for a local
farmer who raises chickens for eggs and/or grass feeds his beef from start to Gnish.

Connecting the dots with the destruction of several food producing businesses seems to easily lead to intentional Gre settings and planes
crashing speciGcally targeting food producers. Government intervention, is not what we need to cure the problem, since it is likely the Deep
State, the Biden Mob, Progressive Extremists and the Woke socialists, are already involved and are a serious part of the problems. The food
producers need to carefully examine their fertilizers, their seeds, their weed controls, and their cattle and chicken feeds.

They may also have to Gnd and hire reliable persons to guard their properties day and night, being careful to not hire guards connected in
any with a woke, big pharma, big agra, or any other government black operations. Most of the government "Alphabet Soup" agencies are not
our friends (WEF and the CoVid-19 BS scam are leading examples). There are still trustworthy patriots, good Americans who are "AWAKE,"
out there! Trust, but VERIFY!
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I get my eggs from a neighbor. her chickens run free all day, eating bugs, grass, whatever they can get. Shells are so strong I have
trouble breaking them.
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TommyTwoGloves50
Joined On 12/16/2022 7:11:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Golly Ellie May! Fetch my sling shot over yonder and let’s get them critters! A fool can ask more questions than a wise man can
answer!-Cicero. Mmmm dogies! I’m hungery Ellie!
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM
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Please share your possum pie recipe  !!
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jhy7142
Joined On 3/10/2016 7:13:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Tommy 2 .mrrobb and John Rose the few who try to bring out the truth on here will fail . We have been taken over by an evil that
hides behind ante cem tism and the big bad nach tzzs as the ones destroying a once great world . As John Rose said on here about a
month ago do your own research and then decide who the enemy is . The commenters on here that post the most with all kinds of
knowledge cant be this ignorant or can they on the true perps of evil . I havent posted on here in over 2 years because of people like
Stanley Becker the big NACH ZEE hater and the rest who post on here still blaming the German people who by the way were the ones
that were almost entirely wiped out by the supposed good guys .

History is being rewritten everyday to make the most evil the good guys and so many on here have fallen for the lies or are part of
sion est take over . Mrrobb you reached out to me and wanted to talk about my posts over 2 years ago and I wanted to but dont trust
to many as most have sold their souls for the sheckles of destruction . Good luck with that . If you are not part of the tribe you will be
treated just like the Russians of the Bolshevik Revolution and the Germans Of post WW1 until 1933 . History repeats itself over and
over because the same people take power and destroy all of what is good . Good Luck to those who are awake enough to see .
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jhy7142      I left you a long message in the comments part of your proGle going on 33 months ago. It addressed the topic you raise.
Did you ever read it?
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Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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I am outside the city. People inside the city complain about hearing shots in the middle of the night from wooded right-of-ways. I
suspect small game hunting. Prob squirrels and doves? Resourceful people putting meat on their tables. A water cachement system
helps, too, esp. if you are on municipal water. It does not need to be visible to neighbors. Grey water reused. The sooner you get an
orchard rooted and established so it does not need watering, the better. Also, other perennial plantings and what can go wild. For
example, I keep transplanting garlic cloves at every opportunity. A person cannot have too much garlic. (The scapes make a
delicious early vegetable--steamed or sauteed.) Inform yourself of the traditional wild foods in your area and their
preparation/preservation.

When I was traveling in the SW, I was very curious and sampled some fresh tree pod seeds that were used to make a nutritious
Native American cracker bread and found them delicious. If you have an abundance of mushrooms, they can serve as a main course
for many months (soups, crepes, etc.) Learn the moon signs for hunting and Gshing. Keep a calendar of harvest times and locations
for both domestic and WILD foods from year-to-year, so you do not overlook the season. In particular, look for forgotten homestead
apple trees, domestic homestead berries gone wild and remember the locations of nut trees (in parks?).

Also, keep a pantry inventory of how many jars of each food you can so you know the following year whether you will need to put up
more or less. If at all possible, I recommend storing and stockpiling 3 years worth of shelf-stable pantry staples/foods and the same
amount of heirloom seed to insure against crop failures if you need to replant or share seed. When items are no longer available,
know how to make your own even if you must order some ingredients online. Whatever you have, maintain it well and make it last
longer. -continued-
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Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

-continued- I know that even without supermarkets, gasoline or a garden, we would still have big and small game meat, a few birds,
rabbits and Gsh, an abundance of wild berries, wild cherries, lots of wild mushrooms, some greens, some nuts and herbal teas. There
are also native "starvation foods" that are not as palatable, but provide nutrients and calories. It might become a monotonous diet,
but a person could survive on it. It would be a hike to the river for Gshing in seclusion, but do-able, since there are not many Gsh in
our creek. All the better if my Jerusalem Artichokes spread downhill from the edge of my garden and go wild. A garden helps
maintain our high standard of living.  -And friends who keep bees.
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inner
Joined On 4/29/2008 4:06:11 PM
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IMHO the "Avian Flu" is another manufactured epidemic. The series of Grs is all too obviously arson,
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DawnieR
Joined On 5/19/2021 9:38:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For those (Zombies) who still haven't CAUGHT ON......there is NO 'bird 7u'! It's just another excuse to KILL OFF OUR FOOD SUPPLY! Again,
for those who are incapable of THINKING (Zombies) and connecting dots.....we have our Food Producers 'burning down'.......our Elec Grids
being attacked.....and now, to date, FOUR train derailments.......and they are ALL CONNECTED!! (Once again, for the Zombies....).....WE ARE
AT WAR!! Understand THIS! KNOW THIS!! And, FIGHT BACK!!!!
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Catryna
Joined On 7/25/2006 5:48:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have no doubt that the egg shortage was planned as this has already happened a number of times int he past. Because of this, we started
keeping chickens 10 years ago and so glad we did as eggs have jumped to $8 per dozen in our area.
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In the laboratory, you can isolate and test for one variable. In real life, there are many factors contributing to an outcome. Thus, while there
may be a protein deGciency, it is also likely that the quality of the corn is inferior quality and may be contaminated with glyphosate and
atrazine, etc. Toxicity further lowers immunity. When there are shortages, I have to question whether corn intended for ethanol has been
substituted in feed. Weather may also be a factor, but we have had unusual weather before. People nowadays lack the "tribal knowledge"
that used to be handed down from one generation to the next.

With so much emphasis on book learning, there has been less observation and experience. Elders never used to talk a lot but expected you
to focus, pay attention and observe without asking quite so many questions. Thus, a young person would only need to ask a few questions
to put the pieces together. One thing that used to be assumed was that farmers knew it was good for chickens to free range. When
livestock is allowed to browse, they will Gnd what is nutritious if it is avail. One thing they did outdoors was eat bugs, worms, snakes and
small rodents...

mostly during the warmer months of the year. When this source of nutrition (protein) disappeared over the winter, road kill or carcass
leftovers from butchering would be tossed into the chicken yard. The mention of this may make some people queasy, but it was actually a
very sound practice. Maybe 1 farmer in 10 would Ggure out how things worked and the others would copy him simply because he was
successful. It is very interesting that Avain Flu does not seem to be occurring in organic free ranging 7ocks. Once again, we have a faulty
test for diagnosis where a disease outbreak may not even exist.
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chris2244
Joined On 8/9/2015 10:52:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

is there a way to get to the information if every single of these 'accidents' were actually caused by the covid 'vaccinated' victims???? After
having few extremely disturbing experiences, I'm starting to suspect a 'HUMAN SABOTAGE' by driving the 'vaccinated' into these
catastrophes....
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Palazzolo
Joined On 1/18/2010 9:02:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Investigate any and all variances in anticipated results.
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greeboz6
Joined On 1/17/2023 11:42:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

when you centralize anything, you lose the ability to adapt to unforeseen changes which is what evolution is all about. If the dictator or
Party Chairman makes a wrong decision, the entire nation can suffer or go down. Competing or parallel systems give back up systems
when unforeseen or disasters happen. That is how nature works. It may not look perfect & eDcient, but it is in the long run. This central
planning may sound "scientiGc" & eDcient to those who cannot think ahead, but it is just another scam to take over control of the 'masses'
to exploit them when you add some bait & switch lies to make it appear to be good for the downtrodden. Stick with competition &Natural
Law like the Founders did.
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hey5988
Joined On 8/21/2021 2:41:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My husband and I are looking to relocate around like-minded individuals (as Dr. Mercola suggests). Most of my family have drank the
coolaid. We are in our 60's but are in good health (thanks to Dr. Mercola). I have always loved gardening and working in the yard (my form of
meditation). We are hard workers (boomers). I had a garden but we took it down as we wanted "fake grass" for our new puppy (growing
food not the best in the desert). I have always done most of my own landscaping (digging holes and planting). We left Illinois in 1995 and
moved to the desert (some family was here).

Our dog passed 12/4/22 from leukemia (radiation, EMF's?). We knew she was ill and not a good traveler or we would have left by now. We
were thinking TN but after the catastrophe in Ohio, I don't know... Want to be able to grow food and get grass fed beef. Looking for
suggestions as I doubt we will survive on our own... Sad times. My family barely talks to me anymore. Appreciate all the comments on here
- the links - the videos - You all may have saved us.
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It's about getting rid of chickens and introducing GMO eggs and GMO chickens.
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Destroying food sources => Food processing facilities => Distribution centers and transportation/delivery systems => Buying up crop land
or contaminating it to make it useless... Meanwhile, increasing in7ation, shrink7ation and adulterated foodstuffs. Followed by less access
to medical care, unavailability of testing, and shortages of pharmaceuticals and medical supplies. Rising real estate prices. If all of this
were truly just "coincidence", a responsible govt would be promoting victory gardens, not toxic vaxines...

and encouraging exercise and self-care. Do we see any of this happening? Be aware and be very suspicious. Do what is necessary and
more every day. You may also want to take time to travel and visit loved ones while it is still possible. In the not-too-distant future, there
may be many things no longer cheap or easy to do. Future lockdowns of various sorts may return. Or, at least, higher prices and fewer
options. Eye care, dental care, needed surgery while you can still get them, too. Try to keep ahead of events.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Yes, Almond or a conglomerate of actions to destroy the wealth of biodiversity, people and their health. The people lose but the
globalist elite wins. The economic crisis is raging all over the world with galloping in7ation and the future may be more dramatic. As
long as the globalist elite rules the world, the crisis will devastate the economies and poverty will grow while the 1% increase their
wealth. We have to Gght the disaster, the situation has never been so serious and the future of all of us is threatened. People must
defend nature and the fruits on which it feeds must be put at their service.

The man of spirit feels permanent indignation against injustice and directs his love towards the earth and his fellow men, especially
towards his children. In the human community it is necessary to create a home that arises from his participation in the joys and
sufferings of his fellow men. . Initiatives should be sought for the participation of community-based organizations, the support of
true health science, biodynamic agriculture and environmental conservation, so that together concrete, inclusive and sustainable
solutions are achieved to Gght against great threat from tyrants who want to dominate bodies and minds.

All of this will counter a growing danger of mass civil unrest, famines, pandemics, and war. Humanity may fall prey to seeing
revolutions overthrow entire economies and currencies. The globalist elite have taken over governments whose failure can
self-destruct them. The house of cards collapses. A house of cards marked by medical and political corruption
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Joe Biden is one of the serious culprits of this medical, economic and energy crisis with the threat of worsening the war with worse
consequences. In a lengthy report issued by a watchdog group founded by a former Trump administration oDcial, he noted that the
current US president is implicated in at least half a dozen crimes, including tax evasion.
www.newstarget.com/2022-10-27-joe-biden-implicated-in-half-dozen-white..  (2022) Europe is rapidly sinking into a continent on a
collision course with total collapse: without industry, without supply chains, without energy, without metals, without fertilizers and
without food.

BASF in particular, fertilizer production would plummet and there would not be enough fertilizer to grow the crops that would feed
the world. The United States destroyed the Nord Stream pipelines, semi-permanently cutting off Germany from Russian gas and has
further sunk the European Economy, resulting from the US/NATO effort on economic sanctions on Russia.
www.reuters.com/markets/europe/basf-says-european-operations-need-be-c..  (10/26/2022)
www.brighteon.com/bfe4e7d7-bf52-4edd-a2d8-cafd28b97a9e  (10/27/2022)
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Guillermo and all... Joe Biden is merely a puppet Ggurehead and the whole world knows it. We no longer have equality before the law.
I would face a long prison term if convicted of even a few crimes done by political families. Fertilizer is only necessary for big ag and
may ultimately prove to be their downfall. Us gardeners have so many ways of enriching the soil--and we are persistent. I am very
encouraged to hear of individuals with incubators hatching unregistered chicks. Even with drones, govt will never catalog or follow
up on all data from every square foot of rural or wilderness land.

Likje much of the rest of the data collected by govt, the info on isolated rural areas without rich natural resources will be Gled away
and forgotten about. If they try, there is so much in the way of foodstuffs that they will not recognize or Gnd it worth the effort to
pursue. Bureaucrat bean counters are not farmers or biologists. The other thing we can count on, eventually, is inGghting among the
globalists. This is the way greed works. Ancient Chinese wisdom tells us to let our enemies Gght each other. A day of reckoning will
come...
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Have there in history been millions of birds dying from 7u- or is it just that a few animals get sick and then they kill millions??
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Thank God for the smugglers!
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Here is an NIH study: pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/33191178
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Joined On 12/28/2020 9:29:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh, I forgot in my earlier post to say that we play classical music for our animals as they roam free!
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Marago
Joined On 12/28/2020 9:29:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I live on an “urban farm” in the city. Many chickens and a few turkeys. Animals are free range, organically fed. To be kind to our neighbors,
the rooster population is kept to a minimum, and we have a gated property. We also give eggs to our neighbors. You can preserve eggs in
Calcium Hydroxide for nearly up two years in glass quart jars.
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sun^owerjanis
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You can also freeze them by cracking the shells open and putting the egg contents in ice cube trays.
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badboy2
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Just an FYI and not completely related to the above article. Rumors are growing that the corporate marriage between German drug Grm
Bayer and American agrochemicals goliath Monsanto may be heading for divorce. Under increasing shareholder pressure following a
dramatic slump in Bayer’s stock price over the past 8 years, the German company’s notorious CEO Werner Baumann is set to be replaced
with the former head of Swiss drugmaker Roche, Bill Anderson. Werner had played a leading role in pushing through Bayer’s disastrous $63
billion takeover of Monsanto in 2018. Pharma industry observers suggest his departure signals that a corporate breakup could now be
imminent.
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badboy2
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On a similar note, why does a dozen eggs at Walmart in Kentucky cost around $2.00? Do more of the locals there raise their own hens and
have no need for store bought eggs?
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badboy2
Joined On 11/15/2010 5:08:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Has Purina altered their feed with soy. Many animals will not reproduce on a soy diet. Maybe producing too much estrogen and reducing the
animal's ability to absorb minerals, which excess soy will do. Hence poor fertility, the same way birth control pills react with humans.
DeGciency of minerals have been known to cause different birth defects depending on the mineral deGciencies.
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TRitchie
Joined On 3/24/2012 11:24:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jack Spirko and Marjorie Wildcraft raise Muscovies (ducks) for eggs instead of chickens now. They can be trained to stay out of your
garden, make less mess and easier to feed. If I didn't sell off my acre of land I probably would be raising ducks due to this information. The
Survival Podcast on why Jack chose these ducks are in this link... www.thesurvivalpodcast.com/muscovy-ducks-16
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grilly111
Joined On 10/29/2020 10:21:33 PM
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All over the western world egg and chicken places are being 'lit-up' (directed energy weapons from earth orbit?) Here in NZ, same thing.
70,000 laying hens burn't to death a couple of weeks ago in an inexplicable Gre breakout in a brand new full compliance building
complex(??) I have heard that 'eggs' are BAD for the injected hydrogel/graphene hydroxide in the extermination subjects' bodies . . some
substance in the yolk destroys the devilish injected mixture. Well, BRAVO !
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MrPlod
Joined On 1/21/2022 3:04:38 AM
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I recently read an article, stating that there is a Protein in the Egg yolk that inhibits the Spike protein in the Clot Shots from Migrating into
the cells of the injected person.? I could not verify if this is true or not.! But just as “They” Banned the sale of Cigarettes in South Africa mid
2020 without a justiGable reason, it was then Proven there is an ingredient in “Nicotine” that Stops transmission of COVID in the lungs.?
Could this be another Ploy to make Sure More and More get infected, rather than cured, and thus keep the “Emergency Use Authorisation”
in place to make More “Pharma Martyrs” and even more Clot Shot ProGts? Makes a Person Think.!
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Xmen44
Joined On 4/26/2016 4:24:04 AM
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Nicotine revives paralyzed acetylcholine receptors which is dominant in many covid cases and ends up sending people to the ER.
Really not a mystery as to what can cause this to happen. This is the reason why "long haul covid" people need to ask for D dimer
testing to conGrm what is widely known as the cause now. Going into the hospital for covid is a 50-50 shot at survival right now and
depending upon what country and state you are admitted to the hospital in. If you are pure blood, I would venture to say your chance
at survival is 20%, maybe a little more. Your body parks are worth more than a kings ransom for all the vaccine damaged
elites/celebrities waiting for donors on the black market for body parts that is very much alive and a bidding war right now.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM
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MrPlod - for reference:   Unacceptable Jessica  "So THAT'S why eggs are so deviled these days! Next thing you know, eggs farms will
be on Gre. Oh, wait..." jessicar.substack.com/.../so-thats-why-eggs-are-so-deviled
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BicycleBoy
Joined On 6/26/2007 12:32:23 AM
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The price of eggs shown in the media is in7ated. At the store in Portland OR there is a limitation and shortage of eggs available to purchase
but the price has not gone up nearly as much as is advertised.
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sun^owerjanis
Joined On 5/17/2014 4:50:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Eggs here in central Ohio are $7 a dozen; soon to go up after the train wreck has contaminated the Amish and Copia Farms in OH
and PA areas.
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BicycleBoy
Joined On 6/26/2007 12:32:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sun7ower, I purchased 2 doz omega eggs, free range, large at Costco $6.69 on 9/7/22 and $6.89 on 2/13/23.  Similar pricing at the
Winco grocery.  I live in Portland OR. Have the prices gone up in red states only? What else could be making such a big difference.
What price differences have others seen and where do you live.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM
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There is a group o Facebook of cat owners whose cats have become ill, died because Purina changed the formula for Felix. If they did it to
cats, why not chickens? I would not feed any Purina product to any animal.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Purina has always been poison. How could they possibly get worse? They got bought by Nestle!
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What is the best brand of cat food?
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VetIndy88
Joined On 1/2/2023 4:24:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I can 100% agree that large numbers of chickens are being slaughtered to manipulate the price of eggs. The same fear of Avian Flu that
never materialized was 7oated during the Bush Jr. administration and countered by rational voices like Joe Mercola. Those episodes of fear
mongering were designed to sell large amounts of Tamilfu and line the pockets of Don Rumsfeld. This was also courageously reported on
by Mercola. I still have copies of these articles in print. The manipulation of egg prices is less likely our current leadership trying to cause
starvation or famine and more likely the result of those who want to sell you beef and pork and chicken or meat alternatives all which are
far more expensive forms of protein than the incredible edible egg.

I have been micro-farming my own free range organic chickens for over 12 years and have a wonderful small 7ock that lays the healthiest
and best tasting eggs and have heartily reproduced new generations of younglings that have allowed me to give small 7ocks to my patients
and in-laws so that they too can have some measure of food security. I do not use Purina food but I also doubt that they are manipulating
the feed to decrease laying of eggs in back yard 7ocks. That sounds like the same pipe-line of lies that breeds election fraud conspiracies.

The patients who come into my oDce breathing that same Gery rhetoric about feed manipulation are the same ones who wish they had
gone to Washington on in January to be a part of the stain on history. Until there is a Scholarly Article about the feed manipulation I caution
anyone from buying into this kind "EGG-lection Conspiracy" My hens are laying strong. Additionally there is only one designated Blue Zone
in the United States (Loma Linda, California) The residents there eat the Lacto-Ovo-Vegetarian Diet. Any conspiracy to make eggs scarce
likely has more to do with who loses money when we live free of disease through nutrition.
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antispike
Joined On 8/23/2021 10:59:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola, I'm surprised you didn't mention the research on the anti-spike protein -- egg yolks. Maybe some entities are trying to kill the
chicken egg supply so that people will get the full effect of the C-19 gene therapy/spike protein. Here is an article that describes the
research. Gnaltelegraph.com/2023/02/11/egg-shortage-unveils-a-surprising-covid-.. .
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM
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ATTENTION Canadian residents >>>  gem.godaddy.com/p/7a72a51?pact=102849-171855394-b9b2ec76-c2f9-11ea-9b8..   <<<>>>
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ter the “Smart Hive” —a system of scientiGc bee care designed to precisely monitor and manage conditions in hives. Where
traditional beekeepers might visit each hive on a weekly or monthly basis, smart hives monitor colonies 24/7, and so can alert
beekeepers to the need for intervention as soon as a problem situation occurs. “Until the advent of smart hives, beekeeping was
really a mechanical process.” Says our founder and Chief Science ODcer, Dr. Noah Wilson-Rich. “With technology we’re bringing bees
into the Internet of Things. If you can adjust your home’s heat, turn lights on and off, see who’s at your front door, all from a smart
phone, why not do the same with beehives?” bestbees.com/.../smart-hives  Bees and Other Insects "Accumulated research indicates
that electromagnetic radiation should be considered seriously as a complementary driver for the dramatic decline in insects, acting
in synergy with agricultural intensiGcation, pesticides, invasive species and climate change.

The research review “Electromagnetic radiation as an emerging driver factor for the decline of insects” published inScience of the
Total Environmentfound “suDcient evidence” of effects in insects including impacts to 7ight, foraging and feeding, short-term
memory and mortality. (Balmori 2021) " wirelessenviroimpacts.science/bees-and-other-insects
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Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM
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You Must read this article >>>  www.nature.com/.../s41598-018-22271-3
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TommyTwoGloves50
Joined On 12/16/2022 7:11:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mr. Robb. You have succinct posts that I enjoy. Keep publishing! Thanks. Tommy TG’s,
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Piw6958
Joined On 3/19/2015 6:42:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Perhaps the chickens are the "Canaries in the Coal Mine"
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM
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World bird populations have been on the fall for 20 years or more with the presence of RF radiation being openly broadcasted out on
billions of unsuspecting people worldwide and the birds go as their foods sources have been eradicated from RF
Radiation.............this is a well known PROVEN over and over again that the governments and its supposed to regulators ignore the
proven facts and twist it so its 'safe' when its NOT Safe!!! scientiGcally PROVEN it can and is KILLING Grst insects..now
birds.........next is you
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM
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The chickens, how about us humans, you know the useless eaters, majority to be wiped out and replaced by Robots and co-bots that
just do as they are told....Have a read here and see who is the biggest funder of the IARC..
childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/5g-health-risks-world-health-organ..
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Chickens not laying eggs ....avian 7u for bird is bullsh1t.......the reason is because of the higher output of RF RADIATION.......test the
SmartMeters 'readers' hanging off power poles and assorted RF Emitting units in farmlands and take a RADIO FREQUENCY COUNTER...set
it on lowerst det section and see the masses of mixed frequencies being SHOT at YOU and Chickens and BIRDS,,and notice worldwide BIRD
population is DOWN 96%......insects  ....some species are extinct or very near extinct....last seen a orange monarch butter 7y??.probably
not.... But that is how things happen..............as long as 'Da Cellphone works' and 'da Games n tablets are working" who cares of even thinks
about the fact Earth is being DISTROYED....little by little..bit by bit.....and soon you will be 'Just another forgotten thing'.......
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

most of these 'Readers' are cleverly hidden or disguised as 'transformers' or small little unknown boxes attacher to power pole or
attached to buildings or chimneys or on your house garage or other places....wake up and check these all out...
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

these 'RF Emitting Units' operate and many different frequencies and pulsed and wave forms and modulations...some on hight 4G
bands 600meghertz to 2.8 gigihertz to lower 5G bands...remember 2.45 Gigahetz is what YOUR microwave OVEN COOKs at and OK
frequency COUNTER is a Latnex FC-2800M  and there are dozens more that work ok Usually around $50-S75
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Xmen44
Joined On 4/26/2016 4:24:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Excellent analysis and completely correct.  It is unfortunate and catastrophic that we must suffer a severe demise in human
population before we can actually take a stance against this evil. There is a great deal of depth within my comment that is not to be
explored here. Those of you who know, understand the comment.
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I live on the edge of a large city. 1/4 acre lots, 2 bd, 1bth row houses, no HOA, no rules of behavior, yard maintenance, etc. People
maintain their yards, plant 7owers and occasional gardens, keep chickens, lots of dogs and stray cats. I moved here 4 1/2 years ago.
There use to be lots of clover and other wild, 7owering “weeds” mixed in the burmuda grass. For reasons unknown to me the clover
has died out and the bees have gone. I’ve planted a huge 7ower garden each year, a speciGc butter7y garden and encourage the
clover by not mowing it. I’ve put out two of the large bee houses hoping to attract the big carpenter bees; not a one. I haven’t seen
anyone spraying, yet my area is nearly void of bees now. We do have a good amount of birds, red cardinal’s, blue birds, a large 7ock
of black birds and sparrows. I miss them buzzing about the yard.
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Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM
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Katndognco.......well just wait and 5G towers and smaller units will kill off the bird in your area....and since many boirds are ground
birds..and some sleep and next in covered areas and low to the ground they are somewhat protected....bees and most insects are
nearly extinct unless protected by heavy plant undergrowth and trees .........conifer trees are somewhat protective of RF
Radiation....that why these units are getting trees removed so better irritation of people wake up world.........we are in the middle of
WORLDWARIII.....no bombs no tanks, yet, but we are being SHOT AT EVERY DAY 24/7 ........WAKE UP!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!   I have been warning
in this chat are for over 3 years we are at WAR but no one cares...most are TOO BUSY..with cell phone mindless chatting and Tablet
games and sexting and texting to think about being 'cooked alive'
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM
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Avian Flu in chickens is actually the birds reaction to RF RADIATION......it's ALL HYPE and Bullsh!t........wake up......I am a chicken farmer
and have tested RF radiation on birds....I KNOW its RF Radiation....but the Jew owned NEWSPropagancists tell just MORE LIES....after all all
MOST KNOW is what Da TV TOLD YOU TO KNOW....and of course the veterinarian makes $$ off the Propaganda pumping BigPharmas
USELESS 'medications' into birds....wake up world......
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USELESS 'medications' into birds....wake up world......

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 2/17/2023 3:45:38 AM
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

and the feed companies just March along for 'medicated feed for chickens , geese, turkeys'' for a 'Few dollars more" >>>
 www.youtube.com/watch
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michaelides
Joined On 7/15/2009 5:42:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Finally! Someone calling out the International Jew cabal - Fomenting trouble between black and white, straight and bent, left and
right, while they progress onwards with their agenda. The fact that no one wants to state this or is too scared to, is their communist
manifesto at work. You have one life - what the fk are you afraid of yankees? I lost my job when I wouldn't take their snake-oil
vaccine, but I'm in a better place mentally not working for the Investment banks. Fk them. Get off your knees and take these
motherfkrs out - you have the guns!
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

well Michaelides..... start back in the 1930s.....and understand the lies the Jew printed text book TOLD YOU and Millions more as >>
What To KNOW ....its actually all most KNOW is what some Jew printed textbook TOLD YOU what to KNOW. same with Da TV..98%
owned by Jews >  www.bitchute.com/.../PJbmZP3nyUkv   <<< <>  www.bitchute.com/.../9TKBTN3hAyrm      
<>www.bitchute.com/.../lslBj2u4v3Uw
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Xmen44
Joined On 4/26/2016 4:24:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Michael, this isn't 1776 where it was musket to musket and canon to canon. Americans have a false sense of security in this regard.
Being armed is what keeps them from coming to our front doors. But we are no challenge for them in a open war. 3 soldiers sitting in
a command center hundreds of miles away could send drones in and take care of any large disturbance within minutes without them
risking lives of their loyal storm troopers. When the system collapses, then possibly we can do something.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The RF radiation is so strong in our area that lately we cannot receive over the air TV reception. It used to be 15% of the time we
could NOT receive the channels. Now it has 7ipped. We can only receive reception approximately 15% of the time
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NorthShoreAl
Joined On 6/30/2016 6:00:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

stateofthenation.co
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

First of all; I eat only organic eggs and in BC, unless they're "on sale", the cheapest box of one dozen eggs I can Gnd are at least $7.50. I've
seen some brands for over nine dollars! Secondly; this culling of the 7ocks began years ago. This agenda is being done incrementally - as
always. There are no birds dying from "bird 7u", just as people aren't dying from "covid".

Coronaviruses are a family of "common cold" viruses. We have been told for decades that there is "no cure for the common cold"; and now,
we're being told that the mRNA technology is going to protect us from all disease?! The insanity has reached new heights! This so-called
"pandemic" is a total hoax and there is abundant proof of that fact. I urged people on this site to watch the VRevealed docu-series;
especially Dr. Martin's 2 "bonus" interviews in the Grst and second episodes.

I didn't see even one response! Dr. Martin is one person who deGnitely thinks "outside the box", just as I do (I'm in no way comparing myself
to him). He has followed the patents, the "usual suspects", reams of documentation, etc. The most important quote that he repeats over
and over (for the cognitive challenged) is Peter Daszak's statement: "We need to have the public accept a pan coronavirus vaccine.

We need the media to create the hype to get to the real issues. We need to use that hype to our advantage. Investors will follow if they see
proGt at the end of the process’.". This is from 2015! In the following link, there is more info on this one page than you will ever need to
understand the the true nature of what we're dealing with here. Of course, that's if people are not too busy with their multiple useless
distractions: pennybutler.com/david-martin-paper-trail-to-pandemic  --- This is the situation in a nutshell. I'm taking a break from this site.
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randy might i remind you everything in this "glorious" world has turned "upside down." See the Commission that was looking into
your boy TURDeau use of the Emergency Act has said it was justiGed...That pretty COLD justice ain't it.. Like we the people didn't
know that was coming..Take your break , play your music, regroup , recharge and don't worry bout nutten....
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hey5988
Joined On 8/21/2021 2:41:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I clicked on the link you sent yesterday and watched the Bonus Episode. Thank you! I DO try to read most comments here, though
I've only signed in a couple of times... So much reading and watching of videos the past couple of years...
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Randyfast
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Seg; I will start my break tomorrow. I'm about to eat four soft boiled eggs and some cheddar; then, I'm going to make my smoothie;
then, get some sax time in; then...good thing I don't have to go to work! You do know that the "Emergencies Act" was previously "The
War Measures Act", don't you? TURDeau could contaminate a garbage dump! He refused to meet with the peaceful truckers (after
disrespecting them with every name in the book - and then some) because he couldn't bare the thought of his covid money train
coming to a halt! That; plus he's under orders of his sugar daddy at the WEF to keep this psyops going.
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Hey; which episode did you watch? Dr. Martin was in the "bonus" video for episodes one and two. I thought that 2 was even better. Dr.
Martin doesn't mince words. He's all about truth, facts/documentation, logic and reasoning...my kind of guy. There are only 4 hours
left for episode 3 (in BC). It's also very good. Compared to what Dr. Martin had to say; I wasn't that impressed with Dr. McCullough in
episode 2. He went on and on about people being "tested", therefor being "infected" with covid and hospitals being "full" of people
with covid! Plus, the thousands that have "died from" covid. He's way off the mark and I don't have to have a paper certiGcate hanging
on my wall to know that. Dr. Martin explains all of that in the second interview. --- BTW: I wasn't aware that Dr. Toni Bark had passed
on (March 3, 2020). It shows how old some of these interviews are. RIP!
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It would really be nice to see an article( and not just here I am referring to) where we don't put the word "President" in front of Biden. There
is no President right now as HHS, Xavier Becerra and DOD are running the entire government controlling and dictating law and policy to all 3
branches and other agencies(including FDA and CDC). All of this is just clown show news that keeps you chasing your tails when you
realize and understand how we came to this point.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

As far as I know the unelected Senior Executive Services run and have run the government since 1979. There can be up to 8,000
employed as SES and are spread through out all departments of the government. www.dol.gov/.../senior-executive-service
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